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Abstract
We investigate the technique of storing multiple array elements in the same
memory cell, with the goal of reducing the amount of memory used by an
array variable. This reduction is both important and achievable during the
synthesis of a dedicated processor or code generation for an architecture with
a software-controlled scratchpad memory. In the former case, a smaller, less
expensive circuit results; in the latter, scratchpad space is saved for other uses,
other arrays most likely. The key idea is that once a schedule of operations has
been determined, the schedule of references to a given location is known, and
elements with disjoint lifetimes may share a single memory cell, in principle.
The difficult problem is one of code generation: how does one generate memory
addresses in a simple way, so as to achieve a nearly best possible reuse of mem-
ory? Previous approaches to memory reuse for arrays consider some particular
affine (with modulo expressions) mapping of indices, representing the data to
be stored, to memory addresses. We generalize the idea, and develop a mathe-
matical framework based on critical integer lattices that subsumes all previous
approaches and gives new insights into the problem. We place the problem in
a broader mathematical context, showing its relation to real critical lattices,
successive minima, and lattice basis reduction; finally, we propose and analyze
various strategies for lattice-based memory allocation.
Keywords: Program transformation, memory allocation, memory size reduction, admissible lattice,
critical determinant, successive minima.
Résumé
Nous explorons le problème de la réutilisation de la mémoire, dans le but de
réduire la taille nécessaire pour une variable de type tableau, dans le contexte
de la synthèse de processeurs dédiés ou de la compilation vers des architectures
possédant des mémoires programmables de type “scratchpad”. Dans le premier
cas, le résultat est un circuit plus petit, moins coûteux, dans le second cas, de
l’espace mémoire est économisé permettant éventuellement le stockage d’autres
tableaux. L’idée est qu’une fois l’ordonnancement des calculs défini, l’ordre des
accès à une adresse mémoire donnée est connu, et en principe, des éléments
de périodes de vie disjointes peuvent partager une même cellule mémoire. Le
problème est celui de la génération de code : comment générer les adresses mé-
moire pour obtenir le meilleur (ou assez bon) partage de la mémoire ? Toutes
les approches précédentes considèrent des fonctions d’adressage particulières,
affines avec des opérations modulo, associant à chaque indice représentant une
donnée à sauvegarder une adresse mémoire. Nous développons un modèle ma-
thématique basé sur les réseaux critiques entiers qui nous permet de généraliser
toutes ces approches et qui offre de nouvelles vues sur le problème. Notre mo-
délisation montre le lien avec les réseaux critiques, les minima successifs et les
réductions de base, et nous permet d’analyser différentes stratégies pour les
allocations mémoires construites à partir de réseaux.
Mots-clés: Optimisations de programmes, de mémoire, réseau admissible, minima successifs.
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Abstract
We investigate the technique of storing multiple array elements in the same memory cell,
with the goal of reducing the amount of memory used by an array variable. This reduction is
both important and achievable during the synthesis of a dedicated processor or code generation
for an architecture with a software-controlled scratchpad memory. In the former case, a smaller,
less expensive circuit results; in the latter, scratchpad space is saved for other uses, other arrays
most likely.
The key idea is that once a schedule of operations has been determined, the schedule of
references to a given location is known, and elements with disjoint lifetimes may share a single
memory cell, in principle. The difficult problem is one of code generation: how does one generate
memory addresses in a simple way, so as to achieve a nearly best possible reuse of memory?
Previous approaches to memory reuse for arrays consider some particular affine (with modulo
expressions) mapping of indices, representing the data to be stored, to memory addresses. We
generalize the idea, and develop a mathematical framework based on critical integer lattices
that subsumes all previous approaches and gives new insights into the problem. We place
the problem in a broader mathematical context, showing its relation to real critical lattices,
successive minima, and lattice basis reduction; finally, we propose and analyze various strategies
for lattice-based memory allocation.
Keywords Program transformation, memory allocation, memory size reduction, admissible lat-
tice, critical determinant, successive minima.
1 Introduction
The scheduling and mapping of computation are major problems faced by compilers and paralleliz-
ers for parallel machines or embedded systems, and compilers for automatic synthesis of hardware
accelerators. In automatic hardware synthesis, a particularly important problem is the design of the
buffers needed to store data in an application-specific circuit or between two such communicating
circuits. Previously developed systems that synthesize hardware accelerators from high-level pro-
grams have faced this issue. Salient examples are the HP Labs PICO project [17, 7] (now pursued
in the start-up Synfora [30]), the IMEC Atomium project [3, 9, 34], the Compaan project [18, 35]
at Leiden, and the Alpha project [27, 26] in Rennes. As noted in [33], there is as yet no theoreti-
cal framework to describe and analyze the interplay between scheduling (i.e., when statements are
executed) and storage required (i.e., where results are stored). There is now a mature theory for
the scheduling problem (see for example [8] for a survey), where parallelism is to be maximized
and both communication cost and storage requirement are ignored; this is not the case, however,
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for the storage allocation problem, even when the schedule of loop iterations is given. While sev-
eral heuristics have been proposed to reduce the amount of memory needed by a given scheduled
program, there has been no mathematical framework available in which to compare heuristics and
analyze them with respect to some optimal theoretical solution.
Like those who have come before us to this work, we define a mapping of indices to memory
locations (also called an allocation or layout) for the intermediate and final results of the program,
and we reuse memory locations by using a layout that stores several elements of an array in the
same location. To do so does not violate program semantics if, with the schedule given, the array
elements that share a memory location never simultaneously hold live values.
Earlier approaches were, briefly, as follows. De Greef, Catthoor, and De Man [9] proposed to
layout arrays by selecting a canonical linearization (such as column-major or row-major) followed
by a wrapping with a modulo operation. For example, for a 2-dimensional square array of size N ,
they consider a mapping of the form Ni+j mod b for the array element (i, j); the storage required is
b and this is legal for some large enough integer b ≤ N2 (see details in Section 2.1). Among the 2nn!
possible canonical linearizations of an n-dimensional array, they pick the one yielding the smallest
value for b. Lefebvre and Feautrier [21] proposed a more general technique based on the original
loop indices (rather than the array indices), with a wrapping thanks to a modulo operation in each
dimension. For a 2-dimensional loop, the result of statement S in iteration (i, j) is stored in a new
array AS , and mapped to memory location AS(i mod bi, j mod bj) where bi and bj are well-chosen
integers (see details in Section 2.2). Quilleré and Rajopadhye [26] also use a dedicated array for
the results of a statement, but their access function is a “projection” along some well-chosen (non-
parameterized) axes that depend on the program schedule (the details are in Section 2.3) and are
not necessarily aligned with the original loop indices. Clearly, any two statement instances whose
index vectors differ by an element of the null space of the projection are mapped to the same array
element. They mention the use of modulo operations, but only with a brief analysis. They showed
that, under some hypotheses (mainly that iteration domains have large sizes in all dimensions),
their strategy leads to a projection onto a subspace of smallest dimension; that is, they choose
a projection of maximum nullity. More recently, Thies, Vivien, Sheldon, and Amarasinghe [33],
extending the work of Strout, Carter, Ferrante, and Simon [29], considered the problem of reusing
storage along only one axis (i.e., with a modulo operation in a single dimension) and how to find
such a good axis. Although part of their technique is more limited than previous work, they also
consider memory reductions valid for any schedule that respects the dependences of the program.
All of these previous techniques are characterized by the use of specializations of the (linear)
modular mappings we study in this paper, i.e., memory mappings that access multi-dimensional
arrays with affine functions followed by a modulo operation in each dimension. Thies, Vivien,
Sheldon, and Amarasinghe, aware of the limitations of their work due to the use of a modulo
operation in a single dimension, conclude by mentioning the need for a technique able to consider
the“perfect storage mapping [that] would allow variations in the number of array dimensions, while
still capturing the directional and modular reuse of the occupancy vector and having an efficient
implementation”. This is exactly our goal here; to propose and study a mathematical framework
that allows us to capture all linear modular storage allocations, to define optimality, and to discuss
the quality of heuristics with respect to the optimal mapping.
To introduce and motivate such a framework, we describe in more details, the heuristic algo-
rithms of De Greef, Catthoor, and De Man (Section 2.1), of Lefebvre and Feautrier (Section 2.2),
and of Quilleré and Rajopadhye (Section 2.3). Through examples, we identify their main underly-
ing concepts and illustrate their limitations. In Section 3, we model the problem of memory reuse
in a scheduled program. We define the type of memory allocation that we target, linear modular
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allocations, and identify the constraints they must satisfy to respect the semantics of the program.
These constraints are described by a set of conflicting indices, which corresponds to pairs of
elements that may not share the same memory location.
Our study relies on some key underlying mathematical facts (that we derive in Section 4). These
relate to a correspondence between modular allocations and integer lattices; a further correspon-
dence between the validity of a modular allocation for a given program and the strict admissibility
of the related lattice for the set of differences of conflicting indices; and finally, exact equality of the
number of memory locations used by a modular allocation and the determinant of the correspond-
ing lattice. Our problem is equivalent, then, to finding the integer lattice of minimum determinant
that is strictly admissible for the difference set of the conflicting indices. This equivalence allows
us to define optimality for modular allocations, to get lower and upper bounds, to develop approx-
imation heuristics, and to analyze the performance of previous heuristics. Most of these results are
obtained assuming that the set of differences of conflicting indices is represented or approximated
as the set of integer points in a full-dimensional 0-symmetric polytope K. Thanks to this practical
assumption, we can give a geometric view of the problem, derive upper and lower bounds linked to
the volume of K, and study algorithmic mechanisms to approach these bounds, using techniques
from the theory of successive minima and reduction theory. In particular, we show that any valid
modular allocation requires at least Vol(K)/2n memory locations (Section 4) and that the heuris-
tics we develop (Section 5) provide an allocation that needs at most cnVol(K) locations (where cn
depends on the dimension n only). Our heuristics are thus optimal up to a multiplicative factor.
We also show how to determine an allocation in an array of smallest dimension (Theorem 1), and
we explain how to get a one-dimensional linear mapping (i.e., with a single modulo operation) with
guaranteed performance (Corollaries 1 and 2).
In Section 6, we come back to scheduled programs and identify some particular cases for which
the heuristics get simpler, while still achieving provably good performance. As a particular case of
our heuristics, we retrieve the mechanism of Lefebvre and Feautrier, which, as we show, should be
applied in a well-chosen basis, not always the basis given by the original loop indices. In Section 7,
we present a case study of an interesting application, the DCT computation in JPEG and MPEG
codecs, which illustrates the concepts and techniques we discussed. We conclude in Section 8.
2 Previous work on memory reuse for scheduled programs
In this section, we describe in more detail the results discussed in Section 1, highlighting their
underlying concepts and illustrating, by example, their limitations. We want to understand when,
and why, these approaches work or fail, and to derive better solutions and handle more general
cases. We aren’t concerned, here, with the general problem of compilation of loops, including,
among other things, the issues of how to analyze a program, how to represent it, and how loops can
be scheduled while respecting dependences. We instead keep the discussion as general as possible,
so as to develop a framework suitable for memory allocation whatever the program analysis and
program representation.
We first recall some definitions and give some notations that we use to describe the different
approaches to the problem. We use the classical representation of loops (possibly not perfectly
nested) with iteration vectors. An n-dimensional iteration vector i = (i1, . . . , in) represents the
values of the counters of n nested loops. Each statement S has an associated iteration domain
IS ⊂ Zn, such that ∀i ∈ IS , there is a dynamic instance (or operation) u = (S,i) of statement S
at iteration i during the execution of the program. We assume that a scheduling function θ (that
may or may not express some parallelism) is given, which assigns to each operation u a “virtual”
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execution time, i.e., an element of a partially ordered set (T ,). The operation u will be computed
strictly before the operation v iff θ(u) ≺ θ(v). A schedule respects dependences, especially flow
dependences, i.e., if v uses a value computed by u, then θ(u) ≺ θ(v). Traditionally, (T ,) is the
set of integers with the order ≤ (and the schedule is called a one-dimensional schedule), or
a discrete d-dimensional space with the lexicographic order (and the schedule is called a multi-
dimensional schedule of dimension d or a d-dimensional schedule), and the mapping θ, when
restricted to operations u = (S,i), is an affine function of i; but these restrictions are not needed
here.
Throughout the paper, we use two very simple examples. For each technique, we use the
examples to show how the constraints for memory reuse are represented, what type of memory
mappings are considered, what are the different concepts used to derive the mapping, and what are
the different traps into which the technique can fall.
Example 1 Consider the code fragment in Figure 1 and suppose that we can reuse the memory
for A, i.e., A is not “live-out” from the code fragment. Suppose that the two loops are scheduled
sequentially as they are written but that, for some reason, the second loop is pipelined, with respect
to the first one, one“clock cycle” later. In other words, θ(S, (i, j)) = (i, j) and θ(T, (i, j)) = (i, j+1)
if 0 ≤ j < N−1, θ(T, (i, j)) = (i+1, 0) if j = N−1. For this particular case, we can also describe the
schedule with a one-dimensional schedule θ(S, (i, j)) = Ni + j and θ(T, (i, j)) = Ni + j + 1. This
kind of pipelined schedule occurs typically when compiling communicating processes, the values
of A being placed in an intermediate buffer whose size is to be optimized.
DO i = 0, N − 1
DO j = 0, N − 1
S: A(i, j) = . . .
ENDDO
ENDDO
DO i = 0, N − 1
DO j = 0, N − 1
T: B(i, j) = A(i, j) + . . .
ENDDO
ENDDO
Figure 1: Code for Example 1, the second loop starts 1 clock cycles later.
If we consider that a value is dead only at the end of the read in T , then each array element is
live during two cycles and only two values are live at any one time. This corresponds to the classical
quantity maxlive used in register allocation, which is the maximal number of values simultaneously
live, here equal to 2. Therefore, we can use two memory cells. The mapping A(i, j) → Ni+j mod 2
(plus a base address in memory) is a valid mapping that requires only two memory cells; note that
if N is even this amounts to the mapping j mod 2, otherwise to (i + j) mod 2. How can a compiler
automatically find such a mapping?
As pictures are much easier to digest than symbols and logic, we will adopt a pictorial convention
for our examples, showing iteration spaces in which one typical iterationi is singled out and shown
in black. In grey we show the set of iterations that store new values while the value stored at i
is still live. The grey iterations may not write to the same location as the black. If j is a grey
iteration, we say thati and j conflict and we denote this byi  j (we define this more formally in
Section 3.1). For example, in Figure 2, we depict the two generic cases. For (i, j) with j < N −1, S
at iteration (i, j + 1) may not write to the same location as S at iteration (i, j). Similarly, S at
iteration (i + 1, 0) may not write to the same location as S at iteration (i, N − 1).
In this example, the iteration space of S and the index space of the array A are aligned (i.e., S
at iteration (i, j) writes to A at location (i, j)), therefore Figure 2 can be interpreted in a different
way. For a given array element A(i, j) (in black), the other points (in grey) represent the array
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j
Figure 2: Two different cases of conflicting iterations for the code of Example 1, for N = 9.
elements that may not be mapped to the same memory address as A(i, j). (To avoid confusion, we
point out however that, since i is the horizontal axis in Figure 2, a row of the array spans a column
in the figure. A foolish consistency, we feel, ought not encumber us.) 
Example 2 Consider the code fragment in Figure 3. For each iteration, statement S writes an
element of A that is read for the last time in the next iteration of the outermost loop, and is read
there only after the write by statement S. The set of conflicting iterations for this example is shown
in Figure 4. 
DO i = 0, N − 1
DO j = 0, N − 1
S: A(i, j) = . . .
T: B(i, j) = A(i − 1, j) + A(i, j)
ENDDO
ENDDO
Figure 3: Code for Example 2.
i
j
Figure 4: Example of conflicting iterations for N = 9.
2.1 De Greef, Catthoor, and De Man
In [9] (and earlier works), De Greef, Catthoor, and De Man, working on the Atomium project [3],
identified the need for memory reduction techniques for embedded multimedia applications. Their
method is based on an analysis of the array-element addresses used in the program. They introduce
two techniques, an inter-array storage optimization, which refers to the relative position of different
arrays in memory, and an intra-array storage optimization, which refers to the internal organization
of an array in memory. Let us describe the general idea of the second optimization, the intra-array
storage optimization, since this is the technique we want to analyze.
First, the schedule of the program (i.e., the ordering of computations in the program) is linearized
in some way (note that this is not always possible), assigning to each operation u an integer virtual
time θ(u). Then, for each array accessed in the program, the following is done. First, a canonical
linearization of the array is chosen. For an n-dimensional array, they consider 2nn! canonical
linearizations, n! choices for the order in which dimensions are considered and, for each order, 2n
choices depending whether each dimension is traversed backwards or forwards. For example, for
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a 2D array A of size (M, N), there are eight canonical linearizations: A(i, j) can be mapped in
memory to a base address (which we will ignore in the rest of this paper) plus Ni + j, Ni − j,
−Ni+j, −Ni−j, i+Mj, −i+Mj, i−Mj, or −i−Mj. Then, they build what they call the boatd
(Binary Occupied Address-Time Domain), which is the set of all pairs of integers (a, t) where t is
a time in the program execution and a is a memory address corresponding to an element of A (in
the particular array linearization being studied) that contains a value live at time t, i.e., a value
that was computed before or during t and that will be read after or during t. Using the previous
terminology, if (a1, t) and (a2, t) belong to boatd, a1 and a2 conflict, i.e., a1  a2. Then, they
compute b = 1 + max{a1 − a2 | (a1, t), (a2, t) ∈ boatd} and they wrap the linearization modulo b,
meaning that the address of the element A(i, j) in the optimized program is the base address of
A plus o mod b where o is the value given by the selected canonical linearization. This is indeed a
correct mapping since b is chosen large enough so that, at any given time t, two values live at time
t can never be mapped to the same location. In effect, there is a sliding window of b successive
addresses that always covers all the live values.
Example 1 (Cont’d) Let us see how the De Greef–Catthoor–De Man technique works on this
example. To make the discussion shorter, we consider only two out of the eight linearizations of A,
the column-major order and the row-major order, and we assume that A is a square array of size N .
We must first find, for each time t = Ni + j, with 0 ≤ j < n, the addresses that contain a live
value at time t. These are a) the address corresponding to A(i, j), written at time t, and b) the
address, written at time t − 1, which is still live since it is read at time t. This value is A(i, j − 1)
for j > 0 and A(i − 1, N − 1) for j = 0 (see Figure 2). For the column-major order, A(i, j) is
mapped to i + Nj, thus the boatd contains the pairs (i + Nj, Ni + j) and (i + N(j − 1), Ni + j)
(for j > 0) and the pairs (i, Ni) and (i− 1 + N(N − 1), Ni). Thus, the maximal address difference
for a given time t is N(N − 1) + i − 1 − i = N(N − 1) − 1 and the corresponding mapping is
A(i, j) → (i + Nj) mod N(N − 1), which leads only to a slight memory reduction compared to the
original array. However, for the row-major order, where A(i, j) is mapped to Ni + j, things are
much better since the mapping and the time are “aligned”, i.e., at time t, the written address is
exactly t. Thus, at time t, two addresses are live, the address t and the address t − 1 (written one
step earlier). In other words, the boatd contains all pairs (t, t) and (t − 1, t). Therefore, we get
b = 2 and the mapping A(i, j) → Ni + j mod 2 is valid and requires only 2 memory cells. 
Thus, for the first example, the De Greef–Catthoor–De Man method is optimal (with a memory
size equal to 2). In this case, one of the canonical linearizations of the array is identical to the
iteration schedule and happens to pack all the live values into a dense interval of the address
space. If, however, the array A is an array of size M > N instead of N (the loop bounds), the
maximal address difference for the row-major order is Mi − (M(i − 1) + N − 1) = M − N + 1
(for the two live values A(i, 0) and A(i − 1, N − 1)), and we obtain a memory size equal to b =
M −N + 2 instead of b = 2. Thus, considering the linearizations of the original array with respect
to its full size, when only part of the array is computed, is a limitation. Also, even if all values
of the array are computed, there is no guarantee that the schedule is aligned with a canonical
linearization of the array, especially after possible compiler-generated loop transformations or data
layout optimizations. This problem is illustrated by the following example.
Example 2 (Cont’d) It is clear that, for the code of Example 2, the best canonical allocation is
the row-major order that stores conflicting indices in sequence in memory (see Figure 4 again, and
remember that a “row” of the array is actually a column in the figure). In this case, the maximal
difference of conflicting indices is equal to N and De Greef–Catthoor–De Man selects the mapping
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A(i, j) → Ni+ j mod N +1, i.e., A(i, j) → j− i mod N +1, which is optimal since there are indeed
N + 1 values simultaneously live at some point of the program.
However, suppose that, for some reason, the loop transformation (i, j) → (i + j, j) is applied,
i.e., the program is scheduled with the 2-dimensional schedule θ(i, j) = (i+j, j) (for both S and T ).
The resulting code is given in Figure 5. Considering Figure 6, which depicts a particular case of
DO k = 0, 2N − 2
DO j = max(0, k − N + 1), min(N − 1, k)
S: A(k − j, j) = . . .
T: B(k − j, j) = A(k − j − 1, j) + A(k − j, j)
ENDDO
ENDDO
Figure 5: Code for Example 2 after loop trans-
formation (i, j) → (i + j, j), with k = i + j.
i
j
k=i+j
Figure 6: Example of conflicting iterations.
conflicting array elements, it is easy to see that, for any canonical linearization of A (either by row
or column, backwards or forwards), the maximal address difference is of order N2, which is far
from optimal! Indeed, it is also easy to see that no two array elements in the same row (i.e., A(i, j)
and A(i, j′)) are simultaneously live, so the mapping A(i, j) → i is a correct mapping that requires
only N memory cells. 
The Atomium group was aware of some of these limitations. To avoid reliance on a particular
linearization before wrapping, Tronçon, Bruynooghe, Janssens, and Catthoor advocated use of an
n-dimensional bounding box in the original n-dimensional space of the array indices instead of a one-
dimensional window (i.e., with a single modulo operation) in the linearized space of addresses [34].
In other words, n values bi are defined separately as the maximal index difference between indices
of conflicting elements, in each dimension, so that finally all conflicting index differences belong to
a multi-dimensional rectangular window. We will not discuss this approach here, since its bounding
box mechanism is never better than the successive moduli approach of Lefebvre and Feautrier that
we discuss next. Note though that a bounding box aligned with the array axes is no better for the
code of Figure 5, since its size is of order N in both directions.
2.2 Lefebvre and Feautrier
Lefebvre and Feautrier [20, 21], working on automatic parallelization of static control programs,
developed a technique of partial data expansion that, even if intended for other ends, can be used
as a memory reduction technique. Like De Greef–Catthoor–De Man, they advocate an inter-array
storage optimization (based on graph coloring); we are here concerned only with the heart of their
approach, its intra-array storage optimization. Their work is strongly based on the polytope model
(see [12, 4] for surveys), for dependence analysis, translation to single assignment form, scheduling
and loop transformation, lifetime analysis, etc.
For storage optimization, they propose to ignore the arrays of the original program. They
rewrite the program so that each statement S writes to a dedicated array AS . Each dynamic
instance of S, u = (S,i) writes to AS(i). Of course, they also need to rewrite all reads so that
they obtain values from AS ; this is possible thanks to exact dependence analysis for static control
programs [11]. For storage optimization, clearly necessary to avoid drowning in underutilized array
elements, they introduce a modulo operation in each dimension. In the optimized code, (S,i) writes
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to array element AS(i mod b), where b is a vector of positive integers. The product of the elements
of b gives the number of memory cells allocated.
For a given statement S, the components ofb are computed as follows. Identify, for each iteration
vector i ∈ IS , the last operation L(S,i) that reads the value (if any) computed by the operation
(S,i). Then, compute the (lexicographically) maximal time“delay”between such a write and its last
read as D(S) = max{θ(L(S,i))−θ(S,i) |i ∈ IS}. Now,i and j conflict when [θ(S,i), θ(S,i)+D(S)]
and [θ(S,j), θ(S,j) + D(S)] (Lefebvre and Feautrier call these intervals utility spans) intersect 1.
When these time intervals (they can be multi-dimensional intervals with the order  if the schedule
is multi-dimensional) do not intersect, (S,i) and (S,j) don’t conflict, and they may store their
results in the same memory location.
Now, remember that the operation (S,i) (resp. (S,j)) is going to write to AS(i mod b) (resp.
AS(j mod b)). With this in mind, the different moduli are computed successively as follows: the
first modulus, b1, is set to 1 plus the maximal difference j1 − i1 among all i,j ∈ IS such that i  j.
With this choice, all operations (S,i) and (S,j) such that i  j write to different locations since
they do not write to the same “row” (i.e., first dimension) of the array AS unless j1 = i1. The
conflicting iterations for which j1 = i1 are “disambiguated” by the other dimensions, as follows: b2
is set to 1 plus the maximal difference j2 − i2 among all i,j ∈ IS such that i  j and j1 = i1.
The process goes on until all i,j ∈ IS such that i  j have been considered. If the process stops
before bn, the remaining bi are set to 1 or, equivalently, the corresponding array dimensions are
simply removed. Note that, unlike De Greef–Catthoor–De Man, there is no enumeration of the n!
permutations of the axes: with the Lefebvre–Feautrier technique, the successive moduli are always
computed starting from the outermost loop of the original program.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, this approach subsumes the bounding box approach proposed
in [34], which defines bk as the maximal difference jk − ik among all i,j ∈ IS such that i  j,
i.e., a larger set compared to Lefebvre–Feautrier, which adds the k − 1 constraints j1 = i1, . . . ,
jk−1 = ik−1. We come back to this interesting successive moduli mechanism in Section 5. Let
us now illustrate it with our running examples.
Example 1 (Cont’d) Note that with the Lefebvre–Feautrier technique, the fact that, in the
original program, the array is accessed as A(i, j) is irrelevant. For example, if A was defined as a
one-dimensional array, with A(Ni+j) instead of A(i, j), or even if A(i, j) was replaced by A(f(i, j))
in both loops, for any injective function f , the memory reduction technique would give the same
result.
Consider Figure 2 that depicts the conflicting iterations. The successive moduli approach de-
fines b as follows: b1 is 1 plus the maximal difference for the first dimension between two conflicting
iterations, i.e., b1 = 2. Then, it remains to consider all conflicting iterations with same loop
counter i and the maximal difference in terms of the loop counter j, and we get b2 = 2. Therefore,
(S,i) writes to the array element A(i mod 2, j mod 2) with a required memory size equal to 4. This
is a bit more than the optimal we found previously (equal to 2) but of the same order of magnitude.
Note that instead of working with the schedule θ(S, (i, j)) = Ni+ j, θ(T, (i, j)) = Ni+ j +1, we
may consider the equivalent multi-dimensional schedule θ(S, (i, j)) = (i, j) and θ(T, (i, j)) = (i, j+1)
1Note that this sometimes unnecessarily over-constrains the problem as we will illustrate with Example 1. It is
indeed sufficient to say, as we did previously, thati and j conflict only when [θ(S,i), θ(L(S,i))] and [θ(S,j), θ(L(S,j))]
intersect. Surprisingly, this is also how Lefebvre and Feautrier define the utility spans in the beginning of [21] but
not when they present their final algorithm! It seems that this approximation was an implementation choice, maybe
motivated by the particular structure of their programs, but they did not justify (or maybe they were not aware of)
its consequences on the memory size required by the allocation.
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if 0 ≤ j < N − 1, θ(T, (i, j)) = (i + 1, 0) if j = N − 1. But this schedule is only piece-wise affine
and not affine. And now if, for this schedule, we overconstrain the problem like Lefebvre–Feautrier
with the quantity D(S), we would find a much less interesting memory reduction. Indeed, D(S),
the maximal “time” difference between a write and its last read, is now equal to (1, 1 − N) (see
Figure 2 on the right). This does not change b1, which is still equal to 2. However, now any two
indices whose difference is less than (1, 1 − N) are considered to conflict, for example (i, 0) and
(i, N − 1), and we get b2 = N for a memory size equal to 2N , which is much worse!
One can argue that the schedule θ used here, either one-dimensional with a parameter, or
piece-wise affine multi-dimensional, is not an affine multi-dimensional schedule in the sense of
Lefebvre–Feautrier, in other words, this code is not considered in their model. This is true, but
this means that for such “pipelined” codes, there is, even before the mapping problem, the problem
of modeling the notion of “time”. 
Example 2 (Cont’d) The reader should now be used to the Lefebvre–Feautrier successive moduli
mechanism, so we won’t tarry over the computational details. Considering Figure 4, we first
get b1 = 2, then b2 = N with the corresponding mapping (S,i) → AS(i mod 2, j mod N), i.e.,
(S,i) → AS(i mod 2, j), and a memory size equal to 2N . Again, we almost lose a factor 2 compared
to the De Greef–Catthoor–De Man linearization approach.
For the same example after our loop transformation (see the code in Figure 5), Lefebvre–
Feautrier avoids the trap into which the De Greef–Catthoor–De Man method falls. Considering
Figure 6, we first get b1 = N . Then, since there are no conflicting iterations with the same i,
we get b2 = 1, with the corresponding mapping (S,i) → AS(i mod N, j mod 1), which leads, after
simplifications, to the mapping (S,i) → AS(i) and a memory size equal to N . We gain an order of
magnitude. 
The Lefebvre–Feautrier technique is interesting for several reasons. First, when exact depen-
dence analysis is feasible, they can completely rewrite the code and rely only on the way iterations
define new values and not on the original arrays. Second, their successive moduli mechanism ex-
ploits the multi-dimensional nature of the problem, it can generate mappings from a larger class
than simple canonical linearizations followed by a modulo operation, and it seems very robust, even
if the moduli are not computed in a basis aligned with the schedule as illustrated with Example 2
after our loop transformation. We will analyze this mechanism in Section 5 and, in particular,
identify when it is indeed efficient. Note however that there are some extreme situations where the
Lefebvre–Feautrier approach fails to find a “good” mapping, as the following example shows.
Example 1 (Cont’d) Suppose that the code of Figure 1 is scheduled, not as it is written, but
with schedule i+Nj for the first loop and i+Nj+1 for the second (i.e., we apply a loop permutation
(i, j) → (j, i) on each loop, and that the second loop is still initiated, as before, one clock cycle
after the first loop. The conflicting iterations are the same as those depicted on Figure 2, except
that the two axes should be permuted. And now, we get b1 = N , then b2 = 2 for a total memory
size b1b2 = 2N . In this case, we applied the successive moduli mechanism, considering the axes in
the wrong order! 
Again, one can argue that the schedule θ used in the previous example is not really an affine
multi-dimensional schedule in the sense of Lefebvre–Feautrier. This is again true, it is affine (i+Nj)
but depends on the size parameters (N) in a non-affine way. But, still, such codes exist and we
want to be able to handle them and, here, we are analyzing not the Lefebvre–Feautrier model,
but its allocation mechanism. One can also argue that, to avoid this problem, we can try all n!
permutations of the axes. This is indeed very likely to work. But one can also build extreme
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cases in which it fails. As we will see in Section 5, for such extreme cases, it is important to be
able to choose both the basis and the order in which dimensions are considered before applying
the successive moduli mechanism, and this is the weakness of the Lefebvre–Feautrier technique: it
relies on one particular basis, and one particular order of dimensions, those given by the original
program.
2.3 Quilleré and Rajopadhye
In [26], Quilleré and Rajopadhye studied memory reuse for systems of recurrence equations, a
computation model used to represent simple algorithms to be compiled into circuits. In this model,
an n-dimensional equation is, at least syntactically, similar to a statement surrounded by n loops in
a program: for each index i in some “iteration domain”, the equation S for index i corresponds to
a particular value, just like an operation (S,i) in a program. Quilleré and Rajopadhye propose to
store this value in a dedicated array AS , in location AS(f(i)), where f is a linear function from an
n-dimensional space (the iteration domain) to a p-dimensional space (the array locations). Clearly,
any two values whose index vectors differ by an element of the null space of f are mapped to the
same array element. They call such a function a projection.
In their study, the size of the iteration domain of an equation is assumed to depend linearly
on a parameter (such as N in the previous examples) in all dimensions, and this parameter can be
arbitrarily large. What they seek is a linear function f that does not depend on N and such that p
is as small as possible, i.e., a valid “projection” onto a linear space of smallest dimension. This
objective is not exactly the same as ours (reducing the total memory size and not the dimension),
but they argue that with their hypotheses reducing the dimension of AS is the primary optimization
criterion for memory reduction. Those hypotheses are, essentially, that iteration domains have large
sizes in all dimensions, that the schedule is a multi-dimensional affine schedule, and that conflicting
vectors are obtained by approximation with the quantity D(S). Also, a technique difference is that,
in their model, they can write to the memory at the same time they read, so to use their technique
with our assumptions, we should define D(S) as the maximal delay between a write and the first
time where the location can be reused, i.e., the next time after D(S).
They construct valid mapping projections whose rank p is linked to the depth d of D(S), i.e.,
one plus the number of leading zeros in D(S). Their approach is a bit complicated to explain in a
short paragraph but, basically, it exploits the fact that the differences i − j of conflicting indices
i  j always lie in a subspace of dimension n − d + 1 (that is, in general, “thin” in one dimension)
since −D(S) ≺ θ(i − j) ≺ D(S). The fact that θ is of full rank allows them to define a memory
mapping as a projection onto a subspace of dimension p = n − d + 1 (plus a modulo operation in
the “thin” dimension). This projection can be obtained by reasoning in a basis defined from the
schedule, i.e., so that after this change of basis, the linear part of the schedule is the identity. The
next paragraph explains this mechanism more formally.
Suppose, to simplify the explanations, that θ is an n-dimensional schedule (where n is also the
dimension of the vectors i) and that it is given by a unimodular matrix U , i.e., θ(S,i) = Ui. Write
D(S) = λD′(S) where D′(S) is a primitive vector (i.e., with coprime components). Since the depth
of D′(S) is d, we can complete the set of vectors {e1, . . . , ed−1, D′(S)} into a basis of Zn (ei is the
i-th canonical vector). Let V be the unimodular matrix defined by this basis. Denote by m the d-th
row of V −1U and by M the (n− d)×n matrix whose rows are the last n− d rows of V −1U . Then,
the mapping i → (m.i mod λ, Mi) is valid. In other words, if we work in the basis given by the
schedule, i.e., withi′ = Ui, then the mapping is a projection along the first d− 1 canonical vectors,
plus a modulo operation along D′(S). The correctness of this mechanism is easy to understand.
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Consider two iterations i and j mapped to the same location. This means that i − j belongs to
the null space of the mapping, i.e., U(i−j) =
∑d−1
i=1 xiei + λxdD
′(S). This can be interpreted as a
projection along the vectors U−1ei, 1 ≤ i < d, and what they call a “pseudo-projection” (because of
the modulo operation) along U−1D′(S). Now, ifi and j conflict, then the depth of U(i−j) = θ(i−j)
is at most d, thus xi = 0, for 1 ≤ i < d. Therefore θ(i − j) = λxdD′(S) = xdD(S), and finally
xd = 0 since −D(S) ≺ θ(i −j) ≺ D(S), i.e., i = j. This proves that the mapping is valid. 2
Example 2 (Cont’d) For the code of Figure 3 scheduled with θ(i, j) = (i + j, j) (see the code
of Figure 5), the write corresponding to iteration (i, j) in the original iteration space occurs at
iteration (i+ j, j) and the read (for iteration (i+1, j) in the original iteration space) occurs at time
(i + j + 1, j), thus D(S) = (1, 0). Since we assumed that a write cannot occur at the same time
as a read, we need to consider (1, 1) instead of (1, 0) to apply the Quilleré–Rajopadhye technique.
Since θ−1(i, j) = (i − j, j), we find that we can project along θ−1(1, 1) = (0, 1), and we find the
mapping (i, j) → i as Lefebvre–Feautrier. 
Quilleré and Rajopadhye also mention, as a secondary objective, the use of modulo operations
in all dimensions, but only with a brief analysis and more with a bounding box mechanism in mind
as Tronçon, Bruynooghe, Janssens, and Catthoor [34] than with a successive moduli mechanism as
Lefebvre–Feautrier [21]. So, in our opinion, their main contribution is that they showed the interest
to work, not necessarily in the basis given by the original loop indices (like Lefebvre–Feautrier),
but in a different basis, and in particular in a basis built from the schedule.
We point out however that to apply this technique, we need that the schedule does express
a basis, which is not always the case. For example, the basis that corresponds to the schedule
(i, j) → (Ni + j) we used for Example 1 is “hidden”, because this is the linearized version of the
schedule θ(i, j) = (i, j). This is typically the case for codes scheduled with very skewed linearized
schedules as those developed in [6]. Also, the technique relies on the hypotheses that the iteration
domain is full-dimensional and writes a value at each iteration. If the schedule traverses an iteration
domain larger (in size and/or in dimension) than the subdomain where the writes occur then, for
extreme cases, the basis given by the schedule is not necessarily the right one in which to project.
In other words, to handle more general cases, we need to better understand what is the right basis
(if any) in which all these memory reuse mechanisms should be applied.
3 A formal statement of the memory reuse problem
In this section, we build a precise mathematical model of the memory reuse problem for a scheduled
program. We define the basic object that we need to build from the scheduled program, a set C
of pairs of conflicting indices, which corresponds to data that may not share the same memory
locations. Then, we formally introduce linear modular allocations, and we prove some basic
properties of such mappings.
2Quilleré and Rajopadhye count this mapping as d projections but, actually, they forgot that D′(S) may have
components proportional to N , especially the first one, so it this not really true that they can always project at least
once; there are indeed codes where no memory reuse is possible! So, this is more correct to say that the minimal
number of dimensions, for a non parameterized projection, is either n − d or n − d + 1 depending whether the first
nonzero component of D′(S) is proportional to N or not. For example, on a square of size N , if D(S) = (0, N), then
this is as if D(S) was equal to (1,−N), i.e., of depth 1. And if D(S) = (N, ∗), then there is no real reuse.
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3.1 The set of conflicting indices
The first step to model the problem is to decide how we are going to represent the data whose
memory allocation need to be optimized. Since we are seeking closed form allocation functions,
we cannot describe these data by some kind of enumeration and get mappings with no particular
structure, as we would do, for example, by completely unrolling the loops in the code and by
allocating data in registers or in a fully-associative cache. We want indeed to develop techniques
whose complexity depends on the program structure and not on the number of computations it
describes (i.e., a compile-time static optimization), and that can be used directly in the program
with accesses to optimized (but standard in their form) arrays. Therefore, we need to represent
each data by a symbolic object, typically an index (a vector) i.
3.1.1 What is an index?
One possibility is to work, as we explained in Section 2.1 for the De Greef–Catthoor–De Man tech-
nique, with the original array indices in the program. To optimize an array A, represent each array
element A(i) by its index i, and seek an allocation function σA, which is, mathematically, defined
from the set of array indices i to memory addresses. In the final program after memory optimiza-
tion, one just needs to replace each occurrence of A(i) by an access to the memory address σA(i)
(plus some base address) or, equivalently, by LA(σA(i)) where LA is a new one-dimensional array.
Lefebvre and Feautrier (see Section 2.2) as well as Quilleré and Rajopadhye (see Section 2.3)
do otherwise. The data whose storage is to be optimized are not the original array elements but
the new values created by the program execution (each such value is represented by the statement
S that produces it and the iteration vector i of the surrounding loops). Define a new array AS to
store the values produced by S and seek an allocation function σS , which is defined from the set of
iteration vectors i to array indices in AS . The fact that AS is then stored in row-major order, or
any other linearization, has no effect on the storage requirement. In the final program, one needs
to replace the left-hand side of S, and each use of the data produced by (S,i), by AS(σS(i)).
If each statement S in the original program writes to a different array AS , with an access
function fS (i.e., operation (S,i) writes to AS(fS(i)), it is a priori more general to work with the
iteration vectors than with the array indices. Indeed, given a valid mapping σA of AS , the mapping
of iterations defined by σS(i) = σA(fS(i)) is also valid. The converse is true only if f is one-to-
one. However, working with iteration vectors requires exact dependence analysis [11] to be able to
rewrite the code, which is not always possible. Therefore, to be as general as possible, and because
we are interested in memory reuse mechanisms rather than program analysis and transformation,
we will use the generic term indices for the vectors (array indices, iteration vectors, or any other
representation by vectors) that represent the data whose storage is to be optimized. Only when
necessary will we make a distinction between array indices, iteration vectors, or another indexing.
Said another way, our memory allocation methods may be applied to any indexing scheme for
program data. In particular, when we apply a linear mapping to an index vector, this linearity is
with respect to the chosen indices; these may be themselves nonlinear functions of, for example, the
iteration indices.
3.1.2 Conflicting indices: definition, construction, approximation
Whatever the chosen representation by indices for the data that need to be stored, we need to
characterize which indices correspond to data that can be mapped to the same memory location
and which indices do not. This is the relation  of conflicting indices that we introduced for the
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examples in Section 2.
Definition 1 (Conflicting indices) Two indices i and j conflict, denoted by i  j, if they cor-
respond to two values that are simultaneously live in the program execution given by the schedule θ.
By convention, we also say that i i.
We define CS = {(i,j) |i  j}, the set of all pairs of conflicting indices. Note that this set
is nothing but a multi-dimensional generalization of the interference graph for register allocation.
Also, the well-known quantity maxlive (the maximal number of values simultaneously live) is equal
to the maximal cardinality of a set S such that S × S ⊆ CS, i.e., a clique in graph terminology, all
indices in S conflict with each other. To study linear allocations (Section 3.2.2), we also define the
index difference set DS = {i − j | (i,j) ∈ CS}. Because  is symmetric, DS is 0-symmetric
(d ∈ DS iff −d ∈ DS). Because we made  reflexive by definition (i i), 0 ∈ DS.
Note that, unlike De Greef–Catthoor–De Man, we do not collect the indices that are simulta-
neously live for a particular time t; we just collect the indices that conflict, whenever this conflict
occurs. Lefebvre–Feautrier and Quilleré–Rajopadhye use a notion similar to , but it is encapsu-
lated in their allocation algorithms. We prefer to highlight the sets CS and DS as mathematical
objects, in order to better understand how they affect the quality of the allocation algorithms. De-
pending on the actual memory allocation algorithm and implementation, one may want to indeed
build CS (or DS) first, or to build and use it, on the fly, during the allocation algorithm.
Let us see how we can define the relation  exactly, for the case where (S,i) is going to write
to AS(i). In this case, only data produced by two operations of the same statement S may write to
the same location, therefore it is sufficient to represent the data to be stored by the iteration vectori
of the corresponding operation (S,i). Denote by IS the set of iterations for which (S,i) produces
a result to be stored in memory and that will be used later (in practice, IS is often equal to IS ,
but this may not be always the case). For each iteration vector i ∈ IS , as we did in Section 2.2,
let L(S,i) be the last operation that reads the value computed by the operation (S,i). Then:
i  j ⇔


i ∈ IS , j ∈ IS
θ(S,i)  θ(L(S,j))
θ(S,j)  θ(L(S,i))
(1)
in other words, i  j when i and j correspond to values whose lifetimes overlap; the lifetimes are
the intervals [θ(S,i), θ(L(S,i))] and [θ(S,j), θ(L(S,j))].
So far, the formulation of the relation  by System 1 is purely formal. We did not explain
how to compute it. We will not do so here, since this is not the goal of this paper and we want
to keep the discussion as general as possible. For completeness, however, we note that when θ is
defined by affine schedules (even multi-dimensional), when IS can be described as all integer points
in a polytope, and when all accesses to arrays are affine functions, then i → L(S,i) is a piece-wise
affine function (see [21,26]) and can be obtained with standard techniques to compute lexicographic
minima or maxima in polytopes. Finally, CS can be represented as all the integer points in a union
of polytopes (when L(S,i) is piece-wise affine) or simply a polytope (when L(S,i) is affine). As
noted in [26], it may be interesting to first decompose IS into disjoint subdomains (each operation
(S,i) will then write to a different array, depending on the subdomaini belongs to) on which L(S,i)
is affine, so that the corresponding CS for each subdomain can be represented by the integer points
in a polytope and not a union of polytopes. Indeed, as we will see in Section 5, heuristics can be
guaranteed in the case of polytopes.
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The previous technique gives a way to compute the set CS exactly, thanks to an exact analysis
of lifetimes. When exact dependence analysis is not possible (or not desired), it is still possible to
compute an approximation C of CS, as long as this approximation is a super-approximation, i.e.,
CS ⊆ C. For example, when reasoning with array indices, instead of considering the exact lifetimes
of the values stored in the array, we can say that an address is live from the first time it is written to
the last time it is read (even if in the meantime, it is dead at some point, then written again). With
such a definition, there is no need to compute any quantity similar to L(S,i). Indeed, suppose, to
make the discussion simpler, that the program has only two statements S and T , that any operation
(S,i) for i ∈ IS writes to A(f(i)), that any operation (T,k) for k ∈ IT reads A(g(k)), and that
this value is computed by some operation of S (i.e., the array A is not live-in for the program).
Then, even when f and g are not one-to-one, we can directly express the approximation C for CS
as follows:
C = {(a,c) | i,j ∈ IS , k,l ∈ IT , a = f(i) = g(k), c = f(j) = g(l),
θ(S,i)  θ(T,l), θ(S,j)  θ(T,k)}
In other words, A(a) and A(c) are written, and they are read only later, so they may not share the
same location with the chosen definition of liveness.
To conclude this discussion, and to make the rest of the paper simpler, we now forget about the
way CS and DS are computed (or super-approximated) and we assume that the set of conflicting
indices (resp. index difference set) is represented by a set C (resp. D) which is exact or a super-
approximation. For bounds and heuristics, we consider the “simplest” (though already complex)
case: we assume that the index difference set DS is approximated by a set D and that D =
◦
K for
some 0-symmetric polytope K, where
◦
K denotes the set of all integer points within K.
Remarks:
• It may happen in practice that, even though D is not the set of all integer points in a polytope,
it is possible to represent it as the intersection of a polytope and a sublattice of Zn. In this
case, we can change the index representation with some one-to-one mapping to come back to
a “dense” polytope and the situation we study in the next sections.
• We could generalize this discussion to the general case where several statements (or several
arrays) want to share the same memory locations. For that, we can easily generalize the
relation  to conflicting operations (instead of conflicting iteration vectors, i.e. operations
of a given statement) or conflicting array elements (instead of array indices). And we could
add a dimension to represent different statements (or arrays). However, it is more likely
that, in practice, the corresponding sets DS and CS will not be as regular as for the simpler
case we discuss, and that approximating them as all integer points in polytopes will lead
to mappings that are correct, but sub-optimal. This situation goes out of the scope of this
paper and is more related to an inter-array storage optimization than to an intra-array storage
optimization (with the terminology of Section 2).
3.2 Memory allocation
Given a scheduling function θ, the memory allocation problem is to map the data computed by the
program to a set of memory locations that is as small as possible. In this section, we define the
allocation functions we are considering and we characterize valid allocations – those for which the
semantics of the program is preserved – with respect to a set C of indices that correspond to pairs
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of data that may not share the same location. As explained in the previous section, this set is in
general a super-approximation of CS, the exact set of conflicting indices. We conclude with some
first general lower bounds for storage requirements.
3.2.1 Allocation functions
We seek a storage allocation σ that specifies for each data, represented by an n-dimensional vectori
(what we called its index), where it will be stored. The main objective is to minimize storage
requirements by reusing memory when a value that has been stored is no longer used, following the
model assumptions of Section 3.1. The next definition defines a storage allocation as a function σ
that maps iteration indices onto array elements of a dedicated array of dimension p.
Definition 2 An allocation (or mapping) σ of size size(σ) = m (i.e., requiring m memory
locations) is a function σ : Zn → M where M ⊂ Zp is a finite set of m elements. We say that two
allocations σ and τ are equivalent if and only if there exists a bijection φ such that τ = φ ◦ σ.
Two equivalent allocations require the same memory size and they are identical up to a renaming
of array elements. As we recall in Section 3.3, this definition follows the theory of memory skewing
schemes (see [38, Def. 4.1]). To simplify the search space as well as the resulting code generation,
it is convenient to restrict the study to linear allocations.
Definition 3 A linear allocation (or mapping) σ of size size(σ) = m is a homomorphism
σ : Zn → M where M ⊂ Zp is a finite Z-module (i.e., finite Abelian group) of m elements.
Two linear and equivalent allocations σ and τ with τ = φ ◦ σ have the same kernel (the kernel
of a homomorphism σ is the set ker(σ) = {i | σ(i) = 0} where 0 is the identity element of M).
Conversely, two linear allocations that have the same kernel are equivalent. Indeed, if σ is a
homomorphism from Zn to some Z-module, then there is an isomorphism σ : Zn/ ker(σ) → im(σ)
such that σ = σ ◦ i where i is the canonical injection from Zn to Zn/ ker(σ). If σ and τ are two
homomorphisms with the same kernel, then τ = τ ◦ i = τ ◦ σ−1 ◦ σ ◦ i = φ ◦ σ with φ = τ ◦ σ−1,
thus σ and τ are equivalent. Therefore, two linear allocations are equivalent if and only if they
have the same kernel.
The allocation techniques we explained in Section 2 are all using restricted forms of modular
mappings. A modular mapping (M,b) stores the value represented byi in a p-dimensional array
in the array element with indices σ(i) = Mi mod b, where M is a p × n integer matrix and b is a
p-dimensional integer vector with nonzero entries (the modulo operation is applied componentwise).
The array is implemented as an array with multi-dimensional extent b, and its size m (that we want
to minimize) is the product
∏p
i=1 bi. This corresponds to M = Z/b1Z⊕ . . .⊕Z/bpZ in Definition 3.
A projection corresponds to the case where one or more components of the modulus vector b are
equal to 1 (in which case, we can forget about the corresponding row(s) of M , see Section 4.1).
Note that a modular allocation is a linear allocation and, as we show in the next section, any linear
allocation is equivalent to a modular allocation.
3.2.2 C-valid allocations
We now characterize valid allocations, i.e., allocations for which the semantics of the program are
preserved. As explained in Section 3.1, we assume that the semantic restriction on the allocation is
represented by a set C ⊂ Zn ×Zn of index pairs such that CS ⊆ C. Validity is defined with respect
to C and implies the validity with respect to CS, which in turn means that the allocation does not
map conflicting indices to the same memory location.
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Definition 4 An allocation σ is valid for C (or C-valid) iff (i,j) ∈ C, i = j ⇒ σ(i) = σ(j).
The following is immediate from Definition 2.
Proposition 1 If σ and τ are two equivalent allocations then σ is C-valid iff τ is C-valid.
For linear allocations, we can give a validity criterion using D, the set of all differences of
conflicting indices, D = {i−j | (i,j) ∈ C}. From the definition of CS, 0 ∈ D and D is 0-symmetric
(symmetric with respect to 0). A linear allocation σ is valid iff (i,j) ∈ C, i = j ⇒ σ(i −j) = 0, or
equivalently d =i −j, (i,j) ∈ C, σ(d) = 0 ⇒ d = 0. Thus, a linear allocation is C-valid iff 0 is the
only integer vector in D whose image is 0.
Proposition 2 A linear allocation is C-valid iff D ∩ kerσ = {0}.
From these definitions, it is easy to derive some lower bounds for the smallest storage size
achievable by a C-valid allocation and by a C-valid modular allocation. We have:
min{size(σ) | σ valid for C} ≥ max{Card(S) | S × S ⊆ CS}
(Card(S) is the number of integer points in S) since all points in such a S must be mapped to
different locations. Note that, when the program is in dynamic single assignment form (each indexed
element is written once), max{Card(S) | S×S ⊆ CS} is the definition of maxlive and there exists
an allocation that reaches this lower bound, the greedy assignment obtained when executing the
program. But, of course, the corresponding addressing functions will be much more complicated,
and not necessarily given by a closed-form formula. 3
Moreover, if σ is a linear C-valid allocation and there is a set S such that S − S ⊆ D, then
size(σ) ≥ Card(S). Indeed, let i ∈ S and j ∈ S such that σ(i) = σ(j). We get σ(i − j) = 0
(because σ is linear), then i = j for ker(σ) ∩ D = {0}, in other words, σ is (S × S)-valid.
We come back to our examples to illustrate Proposition 2 and these lower bounds, i.e., the link
between valid linear allocations and the set D.
Example 1 (Cont’d) For the code of Figure 1, there are only five different vectors in the set DS,
(0, 0), the vectors (0, 1) and (1, 1 − N), and their negations. This set is depicted in Figure 7 as
well as a polytope K such that DS =
◦
K. In grey, some regularly spaced points are represented,
these are the elements of the kernel of the mapping (i, j) → (i mod 2, j mod 2), whose intersection
with DS is equal to {0} and which is thus a valid mapping.
In Figure 8, we represent the set D that is obtained if we use the approximation based on the
maximal time difference D(S) between a write and its read, for a statement S, as explained in
Section 2.2. Here, the maximal time difference is (1, 1 − N) and the set D is the set of all possible
differences of iteration vectors in the square of size N that are less than (1, 1 − N). With this
super-approximation, the mapping (i, j) → (i mod 2, j mod 2) is no longer valid. Actually, since
the set S = {(0, 0), (0, 1), . . . (0, N − 1)} is such that S −S ⊆ D, any valid linear allocation requires
at least N memory cells. Therefore, with this apparently slight approximation, we already see that
we lose an order of magnitude (when N is large) in memory size compared to the optimal solution
(which, as seen before, is 2). 
3Also, with reasonable hypotheses, one can get a mapping reaching maxlive and given by a closed-form formula
using Ehrhart polynomials, combined with some hardware mechanisms (similar to [1]). But this goes out of the scope
of this paper.
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j
i
Figure 7: The exact DS for Example 1.
j
i
Figure 8: An approximation D =
◦
K of DS.
Example 2 (Cont’d) For the code of Figure 3, the set DS is the set depicted in Figure 9
(compare with Figure 4 to understand how we built it). In grey, we depicted the points that belong
to the kernel of the mapping (i, j) → (i mod 2, j mod N) that Lefebvre and Feautrier would find
(see Section 2.2). The set S = {(0, 0), . . . , (0, N − 1), (−1, N − 1)}, of cardinality N + 1, is such
that S − S ⊆ DS and thus shows that any linear allocation requires at least N + 1 memory cells.
Figure 10 shows the set DS when the schedule θ(i, j) = (i + j, j) is used, as well as the points
that belong to the kernel of the mapping (i, j) → i mod N that Lefebvre and Feautrier find. This
mapping is an optimal linear mapping since the set S = {(0, 0), (−1, 1), . . . , (1 − N, N − 1)}, of
cardinality N , is such that S − S ⊆ DS. 
j
i
Figure 9: Exact DS for Example 2.
j
i
Figure 10: Same with schedule θ(i, j) = (i + j, j).
3.3 The theory of parallel memories and templates
We should make it clear that linear allocations are not new. They were introduced in 1971 by
Budnik and Kuck [2], and called memory skewing schemes, for defining data layouts that allow
parallel accesses to memory following particular patterns (called templates). This concept was
studied in more detail by Shapiro [28], then by Wijshoff and van Leeuwen (see in particular [38]
and many other research reports and papers by the same authors), and several other authors. The
constraints for validity of such allocations are different than for memory reuse; this perhaps explains
why this work on linear allocation has been forgotten (as in our previous paper [7]). However, we
think it is important to briefly present the similarities and differences between memory allocation
for memory reuse in scheduled programs (our problem) and memory allocation for templates.
A skewing scheme s is a mapping from Zn to [0, m−1], which maps indices of array elements to
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m memory locations. These schemes have been studied in relation with templates (data-templates).
Definition 5 A template T is any finite subset T = {0,t1, . . . ,tl} of Zn containing 0. An instance
T (x) of T , x ∈ Zn, is T (x) = {x, x + t1, . . . , x + tl}.
We have defined valid allocations with respect to a set C of index pairs. The validity of skewing
schemes, initially related to parallel memory accesses, is defined with respect to a template T and a
set Λ (in general, Λ = Zn). A scheme s is (T, Λ)-valid if and only if for any x ∈ Λ, the restriction of s
to T (x) is an injection. Note that a template corresponds to the notion of clique in an interference
graph, i.e., all elements in a template must be mapped to a different location. In other words, the
corresponding relation  is transitive within a template, which is not necessarily the case with a
description of conflicting indices with C.
For a linear skewing scheme, one can also define a set DT = {i − j | i, j ∈ T} of conflicting
differences. Then, a skewing scheme s is (T, Zn)-valid iff ker(s) ∩ DT = {0} as in Proposition 2.
Therefore, there is indeed a direct correspondence between linear allocation for memory reuse and
linear skewing schemes. The techniques we propose in this paper can be used to derive linear
skewing schemes valid for templates expressed as or approximated by polytopes. Conversely, we
could hope to reuse some results of the theory of linear skewing schemes when D is equal to the
difference set of some template T , i.e., D = T −T . Unfortunately, the main results in the literature
are for templates of small sizes, and the theory focuses on the mathematical properties of such
allocations (properties that we will also use in Section 4) but not at all on the algorithmic problem
of how to effectively build an allocation that requires the smallest memory size. Actually, since the
template is small and described by enumeration, it was considered to be easy to find the optimal
allocation by enumeration (see [37] and Section 4 hereafter). But this is not always satisfying in
our situation when the size of the difference set can be large, when this set may not specified by
enumeration but by some representation whose size does not depend on the number of points it
contains (for example a polytope), and when this set can even be parameterized. However, one
spectacular (but apparently useless for us) result developed at this time [36] is that, in 2D, when the
template T is a polyomino (i.e., a rook-wise connected set of integer points) of size m, an optimal
valid skewing scheme requires exactly m memory cells iff T tessellates the plane and iff there is
valid linear skewing scheme requiring m memory cells. Also in [31], lower and upper bounds for the
optimal allocation are studied, for several complex shapes of templates, but only in dimension 1,
i.e., in Z, while we mainly work in higher dimensions.
Finally, we also point out that the theory of skewing schemes also considers nonlinear allocations
(in particular diamond schemes [16] and multi-periodic schemes [32]) and a more general notion
of validity, extended to a collection T = {T (1), . . . , T (r)} of templates. A scheme s is (T , Λ)-
valid if and only if, for all 1 ≤ k ≤ r, the scheme s is (T (k), Λ)-valid. With these notions, we
could also hope to reuse some results to derive nonlinear allocations (even though again there is
no algorithmic way of deriving such valid allocations in the literature). Indeed, if we consider
C =
⋃
1≤k≤r
⋃
x∈Λ
(
T (k)(x) × T (k)(x)
)
(allowing here unbounded iteration domains), we see that
a C-valid allocation σ is a (T , Λ)-valid scheme. Conversely, considering the template collection
T = {{i,j} | (i,j) ∈ C} and Λ = {0}, a (T, {0})-valid scheme is a C-valid allocation. The latter
shows that, though allocations for memory reuse and skewing schemes for templates may share
concepts, the constraints that they respectively need to respect are somehow different. In the
above correspondence, only unions of sets of the form S × S (i.e., cliques in terms of interference
graphs) are used for building valid skewing schemes and valid allocations for memory reuse only
use trivial template instances. Valid skewing schemes may be useful only for constructing C-valid
allocations with C having some regularity.
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Example 1 (Cont’d) We have CS ⊆ C =
⋃
1≤k≤2
⋃
x∈Z2
(
T (k)(x) × T (k)(x)
)
with templates
T (1) = {{(0, 0), (0, 1)}} and T (2) = {{(0, N − 1), (1, 0)}}. All the vectors x ∈ Λ = Z2 are used for
generating C from T (1) and T (2). For linear allocations, the validity only needs to be checked with
respect to T (1) and T (2). For instance, the restrictions of the valid mapping (i, j) → Ni + j mod 2
to T (1) and T (2) are injective. 
To conclude this section, there is indeed a connection between allocation for memory reuse and
skewing schemes for templates, but the constraints on validity, their size and representation, and
the complexity issues are quite different.
4 Integer lattices and linear allocations
Now and for the rest of the paper, we restrict ourselves to the study of linear allocations. We rely
on a lattice-based approach that leads to a unified framework for studying previously proposed
allocation mechanisms and introducing new ones. Let a1, . . . ,an be n linearly independent points
in Rm. The set Λ of points x = u1a1 + · · · + unan where u1, . . . , un are integers is called lattice
of rank n. The system of points (a1, . . . ,an) is a basis of Λ; for n = m, det(a1, . . . ,an), a quantity
that does not depend on the choice of a basis for Λ, is called the determinant of Λ, denoted by d(Λ).
We write x = Au where A is the matrix with column vectors a1, . . . ,an and Λ = AZn. Lattices
are useful since, as we will see, they are in correspondence with linear allocations. The C-valid
linear allocations further correspond to a special class of lattices that we call strictly admissible
lattices for D.
4.1 Kernels and representation of linear allocations
Proposition 2 shows that a linear allocation σ is C-valid iff its kernel has no point in D other than 0.
The kernel of a linear allocation σ from Zn to M is a sublattice Λ of Zn called the underlying
lattice of σ. The rank of Λ is n, otherwise Zn/Λ would be infinite, which would contradict the fact
than M is finite. Given a modular mapping (M,b), a basis for Λ can be built by integer matrix
computations (see for example [5]). We also noticed that two linear allocations are equivalent
iff they have the same kernel, hence two linear allocations are equivalent iff they have the same
underlying lattice. Thus equivalent linear allocations may be studied through their underlying
lattice. Since equivalent allocations are equal except for a bijection between their images, we may
also reduce their study to the study of a unique “good” (with respect to the storage requirements)
class representative.
We first need a few classical results on integer matrices [25]. Given a matrix M of rank n
in Zn×n, there exist a unimodular (i.e., with determinant 1 or −1, thus with an integer inverse)
matrix U and an upper triangular matrix H ∈ Zn×n such that H = MU ; moreover, H can be
chosen such that all entries hi,j , j > i, are in a fixed residue system modulo hi,i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The
matrix H, called the Hermite (normal) form of M , is uniquely determined and is not changed
if M is multiplied on the right by a unimodular matrix. Thus, H is determined by the lattice MZn
and not its basis. (We can also choose H to be lower triangular instead of upper triangular, with
similar properties.) Given M ∈ Zn×n of rank n, there exist two unimodular matrices U1 and U2
such that S = U1MU2 is diagonal in Nn×n, S = diag(s1, s2, . . . , sn), with s1|s2, . . . , sn−1|sn; S is
uniquely determined, is not changed if M is multiplied on either side by a unimodular matrix, and
is called the Smith (normal) form of M .
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Proposition 3 Let Λ ⊆ Zn be a lattice of rank n. There exists a modular mapping (U,s) whose
kernel is Λ, with U unimodular in Zn×n, and s is such that d(Λ) =
∏n
i=1 si. Furthermore, any
linear allocation σ is equivalent to a modular mapping (U,s).
Proof. For the first statement of the proposition, consider a matrix A ∈ Zn×n whose columns form
a basis of Λ. Write S = U1AU2, the Smith form of A. Then one can take U = U1 and s the vector
such that S = diag(s). Indeed Ux mod s = 0 iff there exists u ∈ Zn such that Ux = Su, iff there
exists v ∈ Zn (with v = U2u) such that x = U−11 SU−12 v = Av. In other words, (U,s) is a modular
mapping whose kernel is Λ. Since A and S are unimodular equivalent then d(Λ) = det S =
∏n
i=1 si.
The second statement of the proposition is proved by considering Λ = ker(σ); (U,s) has kernel Λ
and is thus equivalent to σ. 
A modular mapping (M,b) stores the value corresponding to i in a multi-dimensional array, at
the location indexed by Mi mod b (the modulo operation is applied componentwise). The rows of
M corresponding to the unit entries in b may be omitted since the corresponding dimension in the
storage array is not used. We now show that Proposition 3 leads to a modular mapping that uses
the smallest number of dimensions among all modular mappings with the same kernel.
Lemma 1 Let S = diag(1, . . . , 1, s1, . . . , sp) of rank n in Zn×n be in Smith form with exactly p
non-unit diagonal entries. Any diagonal matrix B = PSQ, with P and Q nonsingular matrices in
Z
n×n, has more than p non-unit entries in its diagonal.
Proof. For a matrix A and sets I, J of indices with |I| = |J |, we denote by AI,J the determinant
of the submatrix of A built on rows I and columns J . Assume that B has strictly less than p
non-unit entries in its diagonal. This means that there exists a set I of n − p + 1 distinct indices
such that the corresponding (n−p+1)× (n−p+1) minor BI,I of B is unity. By the Binet-Cauchy
formula (see [25]), we have
BI,I = 1 =
∑
J,K
PI,JSJ,KQK,I =
∑
J
PI,JSJ,JQJ,I ,
where the first sum is taken over all sets J and K of n − p + 1 indices, and the second sum over
all sets J of n − p + 1 (indeed, SJ,K = 0 except if J = K). Any (n − p + 1) × (n − p + 1) minor
of S is an integer multiple of s1, hence the same is true for all the terms of the latter sum, which
contradicts the fact that BI,I is equal to one. 
To the linear allocation σ, we now associate a modular mapping (Up, sp), where Up ∈ Zp×n is
formed by the last p rows of U as in Proposition 3, and where sp is given by the non-unit entries
of s.
Theorem 1 Among all modular mappings equivalent to σ, (Up, sp) requires the smallest number of
array dimensions and the least storage, namely d(Λ) = s1s2 . . . sp. Furthermore, any other modular
mapping (M,b) equivalent to σ is such that
∏
i bi is a multiple of d(Λ).
Proof. Let (U,s) be the mapping of Proposition 3. By construction, U−1S, with S = diag(s),
is a basis of the kernel Λ of σ. Let (M,b) be a modular mapping equivalent to σ. We show that
B = diag(b) and S = diag(s) are as in Lemma 1.
Write Sb = diag(
bS) = U1BU2, the Smith form of B. Then (N,bS), with N = U1M , is also
equivalent to σ. Indeed, x ∈ ker((N,bS)) iff Nx mod bS = 0 iff there exists u ∈ Zn such that
Nx = Sb u iff there exists u ∈ Z
n such that Mx = BU2u iff there exists v ∈ Zn (with v = U2u)
such that Mx = Bu, thus iff x ∈ ker((M,b)). Now, let H = NV , with V unimodular, be the
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Hermite form of N . Since H is upper triangular and Sb is in Smith form with diagonal entries
satisfying the divisibility property, each column of NV Sb is equal to 0 modulo
bS , i.e., each column
of V Sb belongs to the kernel of σ. Hence, there exists R ∈ Z
n×n such that V Sb = (U
−1S)R, i.e.,
Sb = V
−1U−1SR. Using Sb = U1BU2, we obtain as announced that B = PSQ for P and Q in
Z
n×n. From Lemma 1, we conclude that b must have more unit entries than s, and that
∏
i bi is
an integer multiple of det(S) = d(Λ) = s1s2 . . . sp. 
The study of linear allocations σ : Zn → M thus reduces to the study of modular mappings
i → Ui mod s where U ∈ Zp×n can be completed to a unimodular matrix and where s has no unit
entries. To compute a minimal mapping equivalent to a given linear mapping σ, we just have to
compute its kernel, for example as in [5], then a minimal mapping representative as in Theorem 1.
Note that this minimal mapping representative is not unique. For example, in the construction
of U , one may consider any left unimodular multiplier for the Smith form of A, a basis of the
kernel. In addition, the modulus vector need not be in Smith form as long as it has no more than
p non-unit entries.
4.2 Strictly admissible integer lattices
Let K be an arbitrary set in Rn. A lattice is called admissible for K if it has no point = 0 in the
interior of K. It is called strictly admissible for K if it does not contain a point = 0 in K. The
quantity ∆(K) = inf{d(Λ) | Λ strictly admissible for K} is called the critical determinant of K.
We also define ∆0(K) = inf{d(Λ) | Λ admissible for K} and the quantity we are really interested
in, which is ∆Z(K) = inf{d(Λ) | Λ ⊆ Zn strictly admissible for K}. While ∆(K) may not be
attained, ∆Z(K) is an integer and there always exists a strictly admissible integer lattice Λ such
that d(Λ) = ∆Z(K). The next proposition gives the correspondence between valid linear allocations
and strictly admissible lattices.
Proposition 4 A linear allocation is C-valid iff its underlying lattice is strictly admissible for D.
A strictly admissible lattice Λ for D is the underlying lattice of a C-valid modular mapping that uses
d(Λ) memory allocations.
Proof. From Proposition 2, a linear allocation σ is valid iff D ∩ ker(σ) = D ∩ Λ = {0}. Given a
strictly admissible lattice Λ, Proposition 3 constructs a mapping (U,s) of storage size d(Λ), which
is C-valid since its kernel is Λ. 
This gives dual views of the allocation problem. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we build a strictly
admissible integer lattice, reasoning in the space where D is defined, and deduce a valid mapping.
In Section 5.4, we build the mapping directly, reasoning with a matrix M and a vector b.
In the remainder of the paper, we focus on the crux of the problem, the quantity ∆Z(K) for
a 0-symmetric convex body K with positive volume. This corresponds to the case where the set
of conflicting differences DS is represented or super-approximated by a set D =
◦
K of integer
points within a 0-symmetric convex polytope K. We consider that K can be any such polytope,
i.e., we ignore the fact that, for our original problem, K is built in some particular way (from
affine schedules for example) and from particular programs. In practice, some particular cases can
of course be easier to solve, however, note that, at least in theory, any polytope K can indeed
represent the set of conflicting differences of a particular program: simply consider the case of n
nested loops, storing (with no possible reuse) a portion – equal to a translated copy of K/2 – of an
n-dimensional array; in this case, all indices are conflicting and the corresponding set of conflicting
differences is all the integer points in K/2−K/2 = K (this relation because K is 0-symmetric). A
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typical example would be a loop that accesses only the three main diagonals of a 2D square array
of size N , and we should be able to find that, among others, the mapping (i, j) → (i, j mod 3) is
enough to store 3N values instead of N2.
What we seek here is a general framework that defines the problem and general mechanisms
that are robust enough to handle well even extreme cases that we may encounter, for example cases
with “skewed” schedules as used in [6]. We do, however, make two important assumptions. First,
to simplify implementation, we assume that K is a rational polytope, i.e., defined by integer linear
inequalities. Second, to be able to evaluate the performance of heuristics, we assume that K is
full-dimensional and contains n linearly independent integer points, hence Vol(K) ≥ 1. Otherwise,
we can make a preliminary change of basis (at least conceptually for the moment) and work with
the polytope K ′, the intersection of K with the smallest vector subspace that contains all integer
points in K. This will allow us to talk about the volume of K ′ and to get upper bounds in terms
of this volume. Without this admittedly technical assumption, such bounds are impossible, since
∆Z(K) is a positive integer while the n-dimensional volume of K, even though positive, can be
arbitrarily small.
4.3 Exploring the quantity ∆Z(K)
Many theoretical results exist for the quantities ∆(K) and ∆0(K) (see [13] for an extensive study),
but it is an open problem to be able to compute ∆(K) for most bodies K, even simple ones. Possibly,
however, the combinatorial nature of ∆Z(K) can make the problem easier. But, as Proposition 5
shows, for large bodies, computing ∆(K) and ∆Z(K) are equivalent problems. Our goal will be then
to try to adapt to ∆Z(K) well-known lower and upper bounds for ∆(K), and to discuss heuristics
within this framework.
We have ∆0(K) ≤ ∆(K) ≤ ∆Z(K). Theorem 17.3 in [13] states that, if K is a star body 4,
∆(K) = ∆0(K). Proposition 5 below shows that for large star bodies, ∆Z(K) ≈ ∆(K). Before we
tackle it, note the following important scaling properties: for all λ > 0, ∆(λK) = λn∆(K) while
∆Z(λK) ≤ λn∆Z(K).
Proposition 5 For a bounded star body K, lim
λ→∞
∆Z(λK)
∆(λK)
= 1
Proof. Let ε > 0 and let Λ be a strictly admissible lattice for K with d(Λ) ≤ ∆(K)(1 + ε).
Define the quantity λ1(K, Λ) = inf{λ > 0 | λK ∩ Λ = {0}}. We have λ1(K, Λ) > 1. Since, for a
bounded star body, λ1(K, Λ) depends continuously on Λ (see [13, p. 185]), there exists a rational
matrix Aε with λ1(K, AεZn) > 1 (thus strictly admissible for K) and det(Aε) ≤ ∆(K)(1 + 2ε).
Let µε be the common denominator of the coefficients of Aε: µεAεZn is a sublattice of Zn, strictly
admissible for µεK, and therefore strictly admissible for any µK with µ ≤ µε. Now, let λ > 0
and let k =  λµε , i.e., (k − 1)µε < λ ≤ kµε. The lattice kµεAεZ
n is integer and strictly admissible
for λK. Furthermore:
∆(λK) ≤ ∆Z(λK) ≤ det(kµεAε) ≤ knµnε ∆(K)(1 + 2ε) ≤ (λ + µε)n∆(K)(1 + 2ε)
Therefore:
1 ≤ ∆Z(λK)
∆(λK)
≤ (1 + µε
λ
)n(1 + 2ε)
4A star body is a closed set K such that λx is in the interior of K, for all x ∈ K and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. A full-dimensional
convex region is a star body, so Proposition 5 applies to K such that D =
◦
K with our assumptions.
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which means that the ratio ∆Z(λK)/∆(λK) is less than 1 + 3ε when λ is large enough. In other
words, the limit of ∆Z(λK)/∆(λK), when λ grows to infinity, is 1. 
4.4 Lower bounds & Minkowski’s first theorem
Remember our first lower bounds in Section 3.2.2. If there is a set S such that S − S ⊆ D, then
size(σ) ≥ Card(S) for any C-valid linear mapping. In terms of strictly admissible lattices, this
means that for any set S such that S − S ⊆ K, ∆Z(K) ≥ Card(S). We can make the same
argument concerning a 0-symmetric bounded convex body K in Rn. Let Λ ⊆ Zn be a strictly
admissible lattice for K, then 2Λ is strictly admissible for 2K and
◦
K −
◦
K ⊆ K − K = 2K. Thus,
we get d(2Λ) ≥ Card(
◦
K) and d(Λ) ≥ Card(
◦
K)/2n. It follows that
∆Z(K) ≥ Card(
◦
K)/2n.
We can get similar inequalities using volumes, thanks to Minkowski’s first theorem (see for exam-
ple [19]). Indeed, if Λ is a lattice of Rn and K a 0-symmetric bounded convex body such that
Vol(K) > 2nd(Λ), then K contains a nonzero lattice point of Λ. In other words, if Λ is a strictly
admissible lattice for K, then d(Λ) ≥ Vol(K)/2n. This shows that
∆Z(K) ≥ Vol(K)/2n
with strict inequality if K is closed. Note that this last inequality with volumes, when applied to
our original allocation problem, i.e., in terms of the set of conflicting indices, gives a lower bound
similar to the lower bound corresponding to maxlive. Indeed, let S =
◦
KS be a set of integer points
within a polytope KS such that KS − KS ⊆ K where D =
◦
K. Then ∆Z(K) ≥ Vol(KS − KS)/2n
and, because of Brunn-Minkowski theorem (see [13, p. 12]), we get ∆Z(K) ≥ Vol(KS), an inequality
similar to the one for maxlive, but with volumes.
Example 2 (Cont’d) For the polytope K of Figure 8, obtained with an approximation of the
set DS, the first theorem of Minkowski leads to the inequality ∆Z(K) ≥ 2(N − 1)/22 = (N − 1)/2.
As mentioned before, this shows that this (apparently slight) over-approximation prevents valid
modular allocations with a O(1) memory size. 
For an upper bound, we might expect to adapt the Minkowski-Hlawka theorem (see [14] for
an elementary “constructive” proof), which states that if K is any bounded Jordan measurable set
in Rn, then ∆(K) ≤ Vol(K). Unfortunately, the construction needs to“refine” the lattice Zn (i.e., it
uses lattices for which Zn is a sublattice) while, for ∆Z(K), we want to restrict to sublattices of Zn.
Thus, it is not clear whether an equivalent of this theorem can be given for ∆Z(K). Nevertheless,
since ∆Z(K)/Vol(K) is lower bounded by a function that depends on the problem dimension n
only, we are going to look for heuristics that build integer lattices Λ, strictly admissible for K, such
that the ratio d(Λ)/Vol(K) is upper bounded by a function of n only. This will give us heuristics
that are optimal up to a multiplicative factor.
4.5 Optimal construction
The number of integer lattices of given determinant is finite (see the following paragraph for proof),
and so in principle, ∆Z(K) can be found by exhaustive search, assuming the availability of an
oracle that determines the strict admissibility for K of a candidate lattice. Though not practical
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for bodies with very large volumes, this search will give a C-valid linear allocation that requires
the least possible storage ∆Z(D), and that can be implemented. This is how we found the optimal
modular allocation for the detailed example that we study in Section 7.
Indeed, since any integer lattice has a basis whose corresponding matrix is nonnegative, lower
triangular, with all components below the diagonal strictly smaller than the diagonal element of
the same row, and with a factorization of the determinant on the diagonal (this is the Hermite form
we introduced in Section 4.1), we can generate all integer lattices with a given determinant d. For
each such lattice, we can check (either with integer linear programming or by solving an integer
triangular system, for each fixed element in
◦
K, if we can enumerate them) that it intersects K
only in 0. If we find no strictly admissible lattice with determinant d, we continue the search
with the value d + 1. The procedure will stop with a solution for a determinant less than a linear
function of Vol(K) as the next sections show. The complexity of this procedure depends on the
number Hn(d) of lattices of determinant d. If d = πk with π a prime, then there is a closed
form: Hn(d) =
∏n−1
j=1 (π
k+j − 1)/(πj − 1); otherwise the number of lattices satisfies the formula
Hn(d) = Hn(p)Hn(q) where d = pq, p and q relatively prime (see [25, Theorem II.4]).
Example 1 (Cont’d) The body K with
◦
K = DS in Figure 7 has a very small volume, equal
to 2, which makes the exhaustive search practical. We just have to consider 4 lattices, the lattice
generated by a) the vectors (1, 0) and (0, 1) for the only lattice with determinant 1, b) the vectors
(1, 0) and (0, 2), c) the vectors (2, 0) and (0, 1), and d) the vectors (1, 1) and (0, 2). Depending on
the parity of N , we find the two optimal allocations, with memory size 2, mentioned before (they
both correspond to Ni + j mod 2), j mod 2 (Case b and N even) and i + j mod 2 (Case d and N
odd). Applying this principle “blindly” to the body of Figure 8, when N is large, will clearly be
very expensive. 
5 Memory allocation heuristics
We present several heuristics for building C-valid linear allocations. As already discussed, we assume
that D is the set of integer points in a 0-symmetric convex body (closed and bounded) K ⊂ Rn. In
addition, for studying the performance of heuristics, we assume that K contains n linearly indepen-
dent integer points. According to Proposition 4, the problem is equivalent to that of constructing
an integer lattice Λ, strictly admissible for K, of smallest possible determinant.
Note also that if D is a subset of the interior of K, then any strictly admissible lattice Λ is
a packing lattice for K/2. In this case the question may also be viewed as maximizing the ratio
Vol(K)/(2nd(Λ)), which is maximizing the density of the packing Λ + K/2 over all integer lattices.
The heuristics we propose for finding integer strictly admissible lattices for K are based on a
scaling scheme. We start with n independent integer vectors. The corresponding lattice, or its dual
set (see the explanation below), is then scaled up, in such a way that is remains integer, and so
as to make it strictly admissible. Valid scaling factors are determined by different techniques. In
Section 5.2 we use the successive minima of K with respect to Zn. In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 the scaling
factors are computed using fixed or generalized reduced bases [24] in K and its dual body K∗. We
propose a polynomial-time heuristic based on LLL lattice basis reduction [22] in Section 5.5.
5.1 Gauge function, dual sets, and successive minima
Let us first recall some notions and fundamental results on convex bodies, dual sets, and successive
minima (see for example [13] for details). When K ⊂ Rn is a 0-symmetric closed bounded convex
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body, then
F (x) = inf{λ > 0 | x ∈ λK}
defines a distance function such that F (αx) = |α|F (x), called the gauge (or distance) function
of K. The set K is then the set of points x such that F (x) ≤ 1. Given a basis (ai)1≤i≤n of a
lattice L ⊆ Zn, we let Ki be the projection of K along a1, . . . ,ai−1 into Vect(ai, . . . ,an), where
Vect denotes the linear span, and we define for each i and x ∈ Ki the gauge function
Fi(x) = inf{F (y) | y ∈ x + Vect(a1, . . . ,ai−1)}.
For an upper bound on the product of the Fi’s, we shall use the fact that, for any basis, the following
inequality holds [24, Theorem 4]:
n∏
i=1
Fi(ai)Vol(K) ≤ 2n. (2)
The dual body or polar reciprocal of K is the set
K∗ = {y ∈ Rn | x.y ≤ 1 for all x ∈ K},
where . is the inner product of x and y. The set K∗ is also a 0-symmetric closed bounded convex
body, such that (K∗)∗ = K. The volumes of K and K∗ satisfy (see Theorem 14.4 in [13]):
Vol(K)Vol(K∗) ≥ 4n/(n!)2. (3)
Using linear programming duality, it is possible to show that
Fi(x) = sup{x.z | z ∈ K∗,a1.z = . . . = ai−1.z = 0}. (4)
For more details about this result and the functions Fi, see [24] and its annotated version [15]. In
particular, following (4) with (K∗)∗ = K, the gauge function of K∗ is F ∗(y) = sup{y.x | x ∈ K}
and
F ∗i (y) = sup{y.z | z ∈ K,a1.z = . . . = ai−1.z = 0}. (5)
The dual of a lattice L = AZn of rank n is the lattice L∗ = (A−1)trZn. If A has column vectors
(ai)1≤i≤n, and A−1 has row vectors (bi)1≤i≤n, the gauge functions with respect to the lattice and
its dual are related as follows.
Lemma 2 The gauge functions Fi, with respect to (ai)1≤i≤n, and F ∗i , with respect to (ci)1≤i≤n =
(bn−i+1)1≤i≤n, satisfy Fi(ai)F ∗n−i+1(cn−i+1) = 1.
Proof. We have:
Fi(ai) = inf{F (y) | y ∈ ai + Vect(a1, . . . ,ai−1)}
= inf{F (y) | bi.y = 1, bi+1.y = . . . = bn.y = 0}
= inf{ρ > 0 | y ∈ ρK, bi.y = 1, bi+1.y = . . . = bn.y = 0}
= inf{ρ > 0 | y ∈ K, bi.y = 1/ρ, bi+1.y = . . . = bn.y = 0}
= 1/ sup{bi.y | y ∈ K, bi+1.y = . . . = bn.y = 0}
Using (5), the last expression is 1/F ∗n+1−i(cn+1−i). 
Given a lattice L, the n successive minima of K with respect to L are defined, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
by
λi(K, L) = inf{λ > 0 | dim(Vect(λK ∩ L)) ≥ i}.
In other words, λi(K, L) is the smallest value λ such that L contains at least i linearly independent
points with F (x) ≤ λ. For the following, refer for instance to [13, p. 62].
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Theorem 2 (Minkowski’s Second Theorem, 1896) For a 0-symmetric convex body K and a
lattice L,
(2n/n!)d(L) ≤ λ1(K, L) . . . λn(K, L)Vol(K) ≤ 2nd(L).
As mentioned earlier, we shall restrict our uses of Minkowski’s Theorem to the case L = Zn
(d(L) = 1), and simply write λi(K).
The successive minima λi(K∗) of K∗ with respect to Zn are defined similarly, and they sat-
isfy [13, Theorem 14.5]
λi(K∗)λn+1−i(K) ≥ 1. (6)
5.2 Using the successive minima
We adapt to ∆Z(K) a technique that Rogers developed for ∆(K) (see Theorem 18.1 in [13]). Rogers’
approach leads to a noninteger strictly admissible lattice. It is based on a scaling determined by
the successive minima of K. We modify the construction to get an appropriate integer lattice Λ.
Heuristic 1
• Choose n positive integers (ρi)1≤i≤n, such that ρi is a multiple of ρi+1, for 1 ≤ i < n, and
dim(Li) ≤ i − 1, where Li = Vect(K/ρi ∩ Zn).
• Choose a basis (a1, . . . ,an) of Zn such that Li ⊆ Vect(a1, . . . ,ai−1).
• Define Λ to be the lattice generated by the vectors (ρiai)1≤i≤n.
The next theorem shows that the loss in accuracy is limited; the ratio d(Λ)/Vol(K) remains
upper bounded by a function of n only.
Theorem 3 The lattice Λ computed by Heuristic 1 is a strictly admissible integer lattice for K.
Furthermore, if K is a 0-symmetric convex body in Rn, with n linearly independent integer points,
and the ρi’s are the smallest possible powers of 2, then
λ1(K) . . . λn(K)d(Λ) ≤ 2n, (7)
and, consequently,
d(Λ) ≤ n! Vol(K). (8)
Proof. We first prove that the construction (the first bullet) is possible. Indeed, if ρi > 1/λi(K),
then dim(Li) ≤ i − 1 since λi(K) is the smallest value such that dim(Vect(K/ρi ∩ Zn)) ≥ i.
For the divisibility condition, one can choose ρi to be the smallest integer power of 2 such that
ρiλi(K) > 1. Then ρi is a multiple of ρi+1 since λi(K) ≤ λi+1(K). Note that the divisibility
condition implies that Li ⊆ Li+1. Indeed, if x ∈ K/ρi ∩ Zn, then with mi = ρi/ρi+1, which is an
integer, mix ∈ K/ρi+1 ∩ Zn. It follows that an adequate basis (ai)1≤i≤n can be built.
Now, consider the integer lattice Λ with basis (ρ1a1, . . . , ρnan). Let x ∈ Λ, x =
∑i
j=1 xjρjaj
with x1, . . . , xi integers, and xi = 0. We get x/ρi = v1a1 + · · ·+ viai, where v1, . . . , vi are integers,
vi = 0, since ρi divides all ρj , 1 ≤ j < i. Therefore, x/ρi ∈ Zn. Moreover, x/ρi /∈ K/ρi ∩ Zn since
K/ρi ∩ Zn ⊆ Li ⊆ Vect(a1, . . . ,ai−1). Hence, x/ρi /∈ K/ρi, i.e., x /∈ K. It follows that Λ is strictly
admissible for K.
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If K contains n linearly independent integer points, then λi(K) ≤ 1. Then, if ρi is the smallest
power of 2 such that ρiλi(K) > 1 (which, as we just showed, leads to a valid construction),
ρiλi(K) ≤ 2, and we get:
d(Λ)
n∏
i=1
λi(K) =
n∏
i=1
ρiλi(K) ≤ 2n
Finally, with
∏n
i=1 λi(K)Vol(K) ≥ 2n/n! (Theorem 2), the desired upper bound follows. 
Inequality (7) also gives λ1(K) . . . λn(K)∆Z(K) ≤ 2n. This may be compared to the more
general statement of Rogers, that for a 0-symmetric convex body K and a lattice L,
λ1(K, L) . . . λn(K, L)∆(K) ≤ 2
n−1
2 .
The latter uses an approximation scheme that we have coerced into the integers to obtain the
bound with ∆Z(K). Note that this upper bound may not be the best possible. In particular,
inequality (7) remains valid for arbitrary K. There must be space for improvement to better
exploit the fact that K is a 0-symmetric convex body. Also it is maybe possible to improve this
scheme by considering non integer ρi and a rational basis (ai)1≤i≤n, as long as ρiai is integer.
Example 1 (Cont’d) The two successive minima of K (see Figure 7) with respect to Zn are
λ1(K) = λ2(K) = 1. With ρ1 = ρ2 = 2, we see that with Heuristic 1, we get L1 = L2 = {0}
since K/2 ∩ Zn = {0}. Thus, whatever the choice of a basis (a1,a2) of Zn, the lattice generated
by 2a1 and 2a2 is strictly admissible. This shows that for any unimodular matrix U , the allocation
σ(x) = Ux mod b is valid for b = (2, 2). Actually, this is also obvious from the fact that DS
contains only primitive vectors while Ux mod b = 0 iff x = 2U−1y for some integer vector y, which
is ker(σ) = 2Z2.
Now, if the set DS is approximated by the polytope K in Figure 8, λ1(K) = 1/(N−1) is reached
by the vector (0, 1), and λ2(K) = 1 is reached by the vector (1, 1 − N). Based on Heuristic 1, we
choose the smallest powers of 2, ρ1 and ρ2, with ρ1λ1(K) > 1 and ρ2λ2(K) > 1, hence ρ1 = 2p ≥ N
and ρ2 = 2. This fixes a1 = (0, 1) in the direction of the first minimum. Then a2 is any vector such
that (a1,a2) is a basis of Zn, for example (1, 0). By construction, the lattice generated by 2pa1 and
2a2 is strictly admissible, which corresponds to the mapping (i mod 2, j mod 2p). Note that the
heuristic imposes a1 = (0, 1). For instance, the mapping (i mod 2p, j mod 2) is not valid; one needs
to be careful about the unequal extents of the polytope. 
5.3 Heuristics based on the body K
The previous construction based on Rogers’ approach scales a basis whose axes depends on the
successive minima. For computing scaling directions, the next heuristic is guided instead by the
gauge functions Fi of the projections Ki. The functions Fi are based on rational points and thus
will capture integer points with less accuracy than the scaling in Heuristic 1 (compare inequality (9)
to inequality (8)). The projection approach may be preferable for computational reasons: it does
not require the computation of the successive minima, and we shall see that it also always leads to a
valid 1D modular mapping. There seems to be no simple mechanism to derive such a 1D mapping
from Heuristic 1, which leads in general to an n-dimensional allocation. (About the number of
dimensions of the allocation array, see Theorem 1).
The construction below scales n given linearly independent vectors (a1, . . . ,an) – with multi-
plicative factors ρi – so that the new vectors (ρiai)1≤i≤n generate a strictly admissible integer lattice
for K.
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Heuristic 2
• Choose a set of n linearly independent integer vectors (a1, . . . ,an).
• Compute the quantities Fi(ai) = inf{F (y) | y ∈ ai + Vect(a1, . . . ,ai−1)}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
• Choose n integers ρi such that ρiFi(ai) > 1.
• Define Λ to be the lattice generated by the vectors (ρiai)1≤i≤n.
Theorem 4 The lattice Λ built by Heuristic 2 is a strictly admissible integer lattice for K. Fur-
thermore, if the vectors (ai)1≤i≤n form a basis of Zn such that Fi(ai) ≤ 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then the
smallest choice for (ρi)1≤i≤n leads to d(Λ)
∏
i Fi(ai) ≤ 2n, hence
d(Λ) ≤ (n!)2Vol(K). (9)
Proof. Let x ∈ Λ, x =
∑i
j=1 xjρjaj with x1, . . . , xi integers, and xi = 0. Let us check that ρi
is chosen large enough so that F (x) > 1, i.e., x /∈ K. By construction, x/(ρixi) belongs to
ai + Vect(a1, . . . ,ai−1), therefore F (x/(ρixi)) ≥ Fi(ai). Thus, F (x) ≥ |xi|ρiFi(ai) ≥ ρiFi(ai) > 1.
This shows that x /∈ K. Since all x ∈ Λ, x = 0, have been considered this way, Λ is a strictly
admissible integer lattice for K.
Now suppose that the vectors (ai)1≤i≤n form a basis of Zn, then d(Λ) =
∏
i ρi. Choose the
smallest possible integer for ρi, i.e., ρi = 1/Fi(ai) + 1. If Fi(ai) > 1, then ρi = 1 and it
can be ignored in the product. Otherwise ρi ≤ 1/Fi(ai) + 1 ≤ 2/Fi(ai) and d(Λ) =
∏
i∈I ρi ≤∏
i∈I(2/Fi(ai)), where I is the set of indices i such that Fi(ai) ≤ 1. When I = [1 . . . n], it remains
to find a lower bound for
∏
i Fi(ai). Lemma 2 gives d(Λ) ≤ 2n
∏n
i=1 F
∗
i (ci), and bounding the
product of the F ∗i ’s with (2), we get d(Λ) ≤ 4n/Vol(K∗). The bound (3) for the product of the
volume and the dual volume finally leads to d(Λ) ≤ (n!)2Vol(K). 
The performance of Heuristic 2 is not guaranteed if Fi(ai) > 1 for some i, in particular if some
Fi(ai) is very large, in which case K is very skewed in the basis (ai)1≤i≤n. Conversely, if K is not
too skewed in the canonical basis (ei)1≤i≤n (as it is often the case in practice), for example if ei ∈ K,
then Fi(ei) ≤ F (ei) ≤ 1, and Heuristic 2 has guaranteed performance. In the general case, one may
use the assumption that K contains n linearly independent integer points (xi)1≤i≤n. These points
may not form a basis of Zn but it is always possible to construct an appropriate basis (ai)1≤i≤n such
that Vect(x1, . . . , xi) = Vect(a1, . . . ,ai) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, we get Fi(ai) ≤ Fi(xi) ≤ F (xi) ≤ 1
and Theorem 4 applies. This is for example the situation corresponding to F (xi) = λi(K), the
successive minima of K with respect to Zn.
Theorem 1 shows that the number of dimensions of the allocation array is given by the number
of non-unit entries in the Smith form of A when Λ = AZn. Using this result, we can slightly modify
Heuristic 2 to get the following.
Corollary 1 From a strictly admissible lattice Λ built by Heuristic 2, one can build a strictly
admissible lattice Λ′ that corresponds to a 1D modular mapping and for which det(Λ′) = det(Λ).
Proof. Given a basis (ai)1≤i≤n of Zn and the corresponding ρi, consider the lattice Λ′ generated by
the vectors (ρiai +ai−1)1≤i≤n with a0 = 0. The same reasoning shows that Λ′ is strictly admissible
for K because, if x = x1ρ1a1 +
∑i
j=2 xj(ρjaj + aj−1), then x =
∑i−1
j=1(xjρj + xj+1)aj + xiρiai and
x/(ρixi) belongs to ai + Vect(a1, . . . ,ai−1). If A is the unimodular matrix whose columns are the
ai’s, then the matrix for Λ′ is A′ = AN where Ni,i = ρi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Ni,i+1 = 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
and Ni,j = 0 otherwise. This gives d(Λ′) =
∏
i ρi = d(Λ). Furthermore, A is unimodular, hence
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the smith form of A′ is the Smith form of N , which has a unique non-unit entry since, for each i,
1 ≤ i < n, N has a submatrix of size i with determinant one. Finally, according to Theorem 1,
the modular mapping associated to A′ (as built in Proposition 3) is a one-dimensional mapping.
(Note however that the mapping corresponding to Λ and the mapping corresponding to Λ′ are not
equivalent, even though they have same size, because they do not have the same kernel.) 
The performance of our general scheme relies on small scaling factors for limiting the determi-
nant of the resulting strictly admissible lattice Λ. Heuristic 2 depends on the chosen basis for Zn,
and the actual performance is related to the fact that Fi(ai) can be lower bounded, so as to get an
upper bound for
∏
i(1/Fi(ai) + 1). The generalized basis reduction of [24] provides different
lower bounds for the norms (where the norms are defined with respect to the gauge functions cor-
responding to K). In addition, we now show that it leads to a performance guarantee even when
the Fi(ai) are not all smaller than 1 (provided that, as in our case, ρi can be upper bounded for
each i).
Given a basis (ai)1≤i≤n for Zn, we first apply the algorithm of [24] for computing a reduced
basis (ri)1≤i≤n, which is then used in Heuristic 2. According to [24, Theorem 3], the reduced basis,
defined for given ε, 0 < ε < 1/2, is such that
λi(K)(1/2 − ε)i−1 ≤ Fi(ri) ≤ λi(K)(1/2 − ε)i−n (10)
Hence, for example with ε = 1/4, the resulting allocation has memory size
d(Λ) ≤
∏n
i=1(
1
Fi(ri)
+ 1) ≤
∏n
i=1(
4i−1
λi(K)
+ 1)
≤
∏n
i=1(
4i−1+1
λi(K)
) ≤ (n+1)2
n(n−1)∏n
i=1 λi(K)
≤ 2n(n−2)(n + 1)!Vol(K),
(11)
the third inequality because we have assumed that K contains n linearly independent integer points
(i.e., λi(K) ≤ 1 for all i), the last inequality is from Theorem 2.
It can be shown that this technique will work even if K is a polytope in Zn of dimension q that
contains only p ≤ q linearly independent integer points. The performance will then depend both
on p and q. Indeed, we can first identify the smallest vector space V of dimension q that contains K,
thanks to rational linear programming. Then K, expressed as a rational polyhedron in this vector
space, has a positive volume (even though it may contain only p < q linearly independent integer
points), and we can now apply Lovasz and Scarf technique to find a generalized reduced basis.
Then, we get:
d(Λ) ≤
∏q
i=1(
4i−1
λi(K)
+ 1) ≤
∏p
i=1(
4i−1+1
λi(K)
)
∏q
i=p+1(4
i−1 + 1)
≤ (q + 1)2q(q−1)−pp !Vol(K ′) ≤ (q + 1)2q(q−1)p !∆Z(K)
where K ′ is the intersection of K with the smallest vector space that contains all integer points
in K (we have λi(K) = λi(K ′) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p, and ∆Z(K) ≥ ∆Z(K ′) ≥ Vol(K ′)/2p). In other words,
if the dimension q of K is strictly more than the dimension p of K ′ then, since the generalized
reduced basis does not exactly identify K ′, we may loose a factor that depends on q and not only
on p (however, in practice, for our allocation problem, K is more likely to have integer vertices, or
we may identify K ′ first, thus p = q).
Example 1 (Cont’d) Consider again the body K in Figure 7, with λ1(K) = λ2(K) = 1, reached
by the 2 linearly independent vectors (0, 1) and (1, 1−N). Using Heuristic 2 for the basis a1 = (1, 0),
a2 = (0, 1) (in this order) leads to F1(a1) = N > 1 (thus ρ1 = 1) and F2(a2) = 1/(N − 1) (thus
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ρ2 = N), for a memory of size N . The chosen basis leads to a total scaling factor ρ1ρ2 = N , which
is clearly too big. Precisely, since F1(a1) ≥ 1, Heuristic 2 has no guaranteed performance for this
particular basis.
The generalized reduced basis approach indicates that the choice of a2 leads to a too small norm
F2(a2). In particular, we see from (10) that the basis is not reduced since F2(a2)  λ2(K)(12 − ε) =
1
2 − ε. With the basis in the opposite order (what the generalized basis reduction would do), we
get ρ1 = 2, then ρ2 = 2, for a lattice with determinant 4 (depicted in Figure 7 as grey points).
The corresponding modular mapping is (i mod 2, j mod 2). The lattice Λ′, defined for the 1D
mapping of Corollary 1, is the lattice generated by 2(0, 1) = (0, 2) and 2(1, 0) + (0, 1) = (2, 1),
which corresponds to the mapping i + 2j mod 4. 
5.4 Heuristics based on the body K∗
Instead of working in the space of admissible lattices for K, we shall see that working with the
dual body K∗ amounts to working directly in the space of modular mappings (M,b) whose kernels
are strictly admissible for K. We consider an approximation scheme dual to Heuristic 2 in the
sense that it uses the functions F ∗i (see (5)) instead of the functions Fi. It turns out that this dual
mechanism is nothing but the successive moduli principle used by Lefebvre and Feautrier [21] (see
Section 2.2), generalized to any set of n linearly independent integer vectors.
Heuristic 3
• Choose a set of n linearly independent integer vectors (c1, . . . ,cn).
• Compute the quantities F ∗i (ci) = sup{ci.z | z ∈ K,c1.z = . . . = ci−1.z = 0}, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
• Choose n integers ρi such that ρi > F ∗i (ci).
• Let M be the matrix with row vectors (ci)1≤i≤n and b the vector such that bi = ρi.
Note that the gauge function F ∗(y) = sup{y.x | x ∈ K} of the dual K∗ is half of the width
of K (or equivalently the width of K/2) in the direction y. More generally, F ∗i (y) with respect to
(ci)1≤i≤n is half the width of Ki in the direction of y.
Theorem 5 The kernel Λ of the modular mapping (M,b) built by Heuristic 3 is a strictly admissible
integer lattice for K. If (ci)1≤i≤n is a basis of Zn, the smallest choice for (ρi)1≤i≤n leads to
d(Λ) =
∏n
i=1(F ∗i (ci) + 1). Furthermore, if F ∗i (ci) ≥ 1, i.e., the “successive widths” of K in the
directions ci are more than 1, then, d(Λ) ≤ 2n
∏
i F
∗
i (ci), hence
d(Λ) ≤ (n!)2 Vol(K). (12)
Proof. The statement is dual to the one of Theorem 4 and we could use the same proof. Never-
theless, to better understand the heuristic of Lefebvre and Feautrier [21], which proceeds similarly
(but with the particular choice of the canonical basis in which K was defined), here is a direct proof
of its validity similar to the proof we used in Section 2.2 for the successive moduli approach.
We show that 0 is the unique integer point in K whose image by the allocation function is 0. Let
x ∈ K with Mx mod b = 0. We have c1.x mod b1 = 0, but b1 = ρ1 > F ∗1 (c1) = sup{c1.x | x ∈ K} =
sup{|c1.x| | x ∈ K} because K is 0-symmetric. Thus, c1.x = 0. Then, considering c2.x mod b2 = 0
and b2 = ρ2 > F ∗2 (c2) = sup{|c2.x| | x ∈ K, c1.x = 0}, we get c2.x = 0. Continuing this process,
we get ci.x = 0 for all i. Since the vectors ci are n linearly independent vectors, this implies x = 0,
which proves that the kernel of (M,b) is strictly admissible for K.
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From Theorem 1, we can show that the determinant of the corresponding lattice Λ divides the
product of the components of b, thus d(Λ) ≤
∏
i ρi (with equality if (ci)1≤i≤n is a basis of Z
n).
With the smallest possible ρi, we get d(Λ) ≤
∏
i(F ∗i (ci)+1). Finally, when F ∗i (ci) ≥ 1, the latter
bound implies d(Λ) ≤ 2n
∏n
i=1 F
∗
i (ci), and we conclude as for the proof of Theorem 4. 
As done for Heuristic 2 (see the discussion after Theorem 4 and Corollary 1), we can discuss
the performance of Heuristic 3 for particular sets (ci)1≤i≤n. But note that since we work in the
dual, inequalities have to be used in the opposite direction, i.e., the performance now relies on
the fact that F ∗i (ci) can be upper bounded, so as to get an upper bound for
∏
i(F ∗i (ci) + 1).
Hence, somehow, short vectors with respect to the dual should be preferred. One may use for
instance the fact that K contains n linearly independent integer vectors. This gives λi(K) ≤ 1
and λi(K∗) ≥ 1 for all i using (6). If we consider n linearly independent integer vectors ci such
that F ∗(ci) = λi(K∗), then F ∗i (ci) ≤ λi(K∗), and we may not be in the case where F ∗i (ci) ≥ 1.
Nevertheless, we get d(Λ) ≤
∏
i(λi(K
∗) + 1) ≤ 2n
∏
i λi(K
∗). 5 Using Theorem 2 for bounding
the latter product, and (3) to introduce the volume of K, we finally get d(Λ) ≤ (n!)2Vol(K).
Hence the performance of Heuristic 3 is guaranteed without the norm condition for a special basis.
The same study can be done with a Korkine-Zolotarev [24] basis for K∗ since, for such a basis,
F ∗i (ci) ≤ λi(K∗). A generalized reduced basis for K∗ would also be appropriate for bounding d(Λ).
Example 1 (Cont’d) Working in the dual K∗ of K amounts to compute the successive width
of K depicted in Figure 7. The width of K/2 in the direction of c1 = (1, 0) is F ∗(c1) = F ∗1 (c1) =
λ1(K∗) = 1, thus ρ1 = 2. Then, for c2 = (0, 1), we get F ∗2 (c2) = λ2(K∗) = 1, leading to the valid
mapping of size 4, (i mod 2, j mod 2), already found Page 31 with Heuristic 2.
Considering the canonical basis in the opposite order, i.e., with c1 = (0, 1) and c2 = (1, 0) leads
to F ∗(c1) = N − 1, hence ρ1 = N , which is clearly too big. Precisely, since F ∗2 (c2) ≤ 1, Heuristic 3
has no guaranteed performance for this particular basis. But we see from (10) that the basis is
not reduced since F1(c1)  λ1(K∗)/(12 − ε) =
2
1−ε . It can be reduced to r1 = c1 + Nc2 = (N, 1)
with F ∗(r1) = 1, for a scaling factor 2. Then, with r2 = c2, we get F ∗2 (r2) < 1 for a scaling
factor 1, which leads to the mapping (Ni + j mod 2, i mod 1), i.e., the optimal and 1D mapping
Ni + j mod 2. 
As for Heuristic 2 in Corollary 1, we can slightly modify Heuristic 3 to define a valid one-
dimensional mapping. In other words, this is a second (although equivalent to the mechanism of
Corollary 1) guaranteed mechanism for deriving valid one-dimensional modular mappings.
Corollary 2 If (M,b) is a valid modular mapping built by Heuristic 3, then the modular mapping
defined by
(c1 + b1c2 + b1b2c3 + . . . + b1 · · · bn−1cn).i mod
n∏
i=1
bi
is a valid 1D mapping of same size.
Proof. The validity of this mapping can be checked as follows: consideri ∈
◦
K such that m.i mod∏
i bi = 0 where m = c1 + b1c2 + . . . + b1 · · · bn−1cn. Then m.i mod b1 = 0, i.e., c1.i mod b1 = 0. We
conclude as in Theorem 5 that c1.i = 0. Then we get b1(c2 + . . . + b2 · · · bn−1cn).i mod
∏
i bi, thus
(c2 + . . . + b2 · · · bn−1cn).i mod
∏n
i=2 bi, etc. 
5Note that, if we define Λ with ρi = F ∗(ci) + 1 instead of ρi = F ∗i (ci) + 1, the upper bound for d(Λ) remains
true and, this time, the lattice defines a bounding box for K, but this is for a very particular basis.
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5.5 A polynomial-time heuristic using LLL basis reduction
Each of the previous heuristics produces lattices with bounded determinant. Unfortunately, none of
them has fully polynomial complexity. For the sake of completeness, we now give a polynomial-time
heuristic based on Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász (LLL) basis reduction [22] (see also for example [23,10]).
The idea is to approximate K by an ellipsoid for which the generalized basis reduction – used
in Section 5.3 for the bound (11) – is equivalent to the LLL reduction. An ellipsoid E is built
such that E/n ⊂ K ⊂ E (see [23]) (the factor n can be reduced to
√
n + 1 if K is a 0-symmetric
polytope), then the ellipsoid is transformed into the unit ball by an affine transformation. The
same transformation applied to Zn gives an associated lattice L. We now have an Euclidean norm
and we can apply the LLL basis reduction to find a reduced basis for L. Following Heuristic 2,
which consists in scaling the reduced basis vectors by appropriate factors, gives a sublattice ΛB
of L, strictly admissible for the unit ball B. Going back to the original body, we will have a strictly
admissible integer lattice ΛE for the ellipsoid E , thus for K. This shows the link between strictly
admissible integer lattices and approximations with the LLL basis reduction. The following theorem
formalizes this approximation principle and gives its performance.
Theorem 6 If K is a 0-symmetric bounded convex body, then in polynomial time one can compute
a lattice Λ ⊆ Zn such that
d(Λ) ≤ 2n(n+3)/4nnVol(K). (13)
Proof. Let L be a lattice in Rn, (bi)1≤i≤n a basis of L with Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization
(b∗i )1≤i≤n. Define integers ρi such that ρi > 1/||b∗i ||. It is easy to see that the sublattice ΛB
of L, with basis (ρibi)1≤i≤n, is strictly admissible for the unit ball B in Rn, with determinant
d(ΛB) = d(L)
∏
i ρi. Furthermore, if (bi)1≤i≤n is a LLL reduced basis for L and if ρi is as small as
possible, then ρi ≤ 1/||b∗i ||+1, which implies ρi ≤ 2(i−1)/2/λi(B, L)+1 because of properties of the
LLL reduced basis. Assuming again that B contains n linearly independent points of L, λi(B, L) ≤ 1
and we get ρi ≤ 2(i+1)/2/λi(B, L). Since
∏
i λi(B, L) ≥ d(L) (see Theorem 18.4 in [13]), we finally
get d(ΛB) ≤
∏n
i=1 2
(i+1)/2 = 2n(n+3)/4.
Now, consider a 0-symmetric bounded convex body: one can build in polynomial time an
ellipsoid E such that E/n ⊂ K ⊂ E (see [23]) (the factor n can be reduced to
√
n + 1 if K is
a 0-symmetric polytope). Build an affine transformation f such that f(E) = B and apply the
previous technique to L = f(Zn) to get a sublattice ΛB of L, strictly admissible for B. The
lattice ΛE = f−1(ΛB) is the desired sublattice of Zn, strictly admissible for E and thus for K.
Furthermore, d(ΛE) = Vol(E)d(ΛB). Putting it all together, we get d(ΛE) ≤ 2n(n+3)/4nnVol(K),
which is the desired result with Λ = ΛE . We can replace nn by (n + 1)n/2 if K is a 0-symmetric
polytope. 
6 General discussion
All the algorithms we have studied proceed through the solution of two subproblems. They choose
either a linearization or of a working basis; they also choose a scaling, i.e., a vector of moduli.
6.1 The choice of a working basis
Our main contribution is to show that the size of the allocation we derive can be guaranteed when
the allocation is built from a particular choice of a working basis. For a well-chosen basis, the
guarantee is an upper bound cnVol(K) for the allocation size d(Λ), where cn depends only on the
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dimension n (and not on K). Conversely, a bad choice of linearization or basis can lead to an
allocation whose size is arbitrarily large with respect to the volume of K.
In our best performance bound, cn = n! (see Theorem 3). The corresponding heuristic, on both
Example 1 and Example 3 below, achieves memory size d(Λ) ≤ c2Vol(K) = 4, while, on Example 3,
the De Greef– Catthoor–De Man (canonical) linearization family, and Lefebvre-Feautrier’s basis
choice, lead respectively to memory of order N2 and N .
Example 3 To make the Lefebvre–Feautrier heuristic lose an order of magnitude, it is sufficient to
“turn” the body of Figure 7, i.e., to apply a change of basis so that the canonical basis is inadequate.
Consider a code similar to the code of Example 1. Iteration (i, j) writes to the array location A(i, j),
but with the iteration domain represented on the left of Figure 11 and traversed sequentially with
successive diagonals (from bottom-left to upper-right). This corresponds to the multi-dimensional
schedule (i − j, i). If a second identical loop, traversed the same way but one clock-cycle later,
uses the results of the first loop, we get the set DS represented in Figure 11, with vertices (1, 1),
(−1,−1), (N − 1, N), and (1 − N,−N) (to build DS, just consider that any two successive points
in the schedule of the first loop are conflicting).
j
i
j
i
Figure 11: Iteration domain for Example 3 and corresponding set DS.
For this example, the Lefebvre–Feautrier heuristic uses the canonical basis {(1, 0), (0, 1)}), and
chooses ρ1 = N + 1, ρ2 = 1, with a corresponding memory size of order N . Considering the basis
in the opposite order does not help (ρ1 = N , ρ2 = 1). Similarly, the De Greef–Catthoor–De Man
technique only considers the mappings ±Ni ± j and ±Nj ± i, and all of them have a maximal
conflicting distance of order N2, two orders of magnitude worse than the optimal. 
In addition to showing that the basis plays a key role, our study reveals some essential properties
of good linearizations and working bases. To make this explicit, we now discuss the relation between
good choices and the geometry of the body K (or equivalently of K∗), under the assumption that K
contains n linearly independent integer points.
Regarding bases, we identified sufficient conditions for obtaining a performance guarantee in
terms of either K or its dual: the guarantee holds if for all i, F ∗i (ci) is not too large, or Fi(ai) is
not too small. One may satisfy this criterion by choosing (ci)1≤i≤n such that F ∗i (ci) ≥ 1 for all i
because, in that case, since there exists a function fn depending only on n such that
∏
1≤i≤n F
∗
i (ci) ≤
fnVol(K) (using (2) and (3)), it follows that for all i, F ∗i (ci) ≤ fnVol(K). Heuristic 3 (Section 5.4)
and its dual, Heuristic 2 (Section 5.3) are provably good when we choose the basis following this
criterion. Alternatively, if one follows directions corresponding to the successive minima of K∗
(see Section 5.4 with the choice F ∗(ci) = λi(K∗)) or directions of a reduced basis, the gauge
functions F ∗i (ci) of the projections may be directly bounded. The same type of analysis can be
done with K directly.
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Intuitively, our K∗ criterion means that the scaling directions should be such that the corre-
sponding widths of K are balanced. In other words, the polytope should contain integer points
in the chosen directions. In particular, a direction in which K is too thin may indicate that it
does not contain integer points in this direction. This is typically a loss of guarantee coming from
a i0 such that F ∗i0(ci0)  1. Note that the basis (ci)1≤i≤n built in Section 5.4 (or (ai)1≤i≤n in
Section 5.3) is ordered. The gauge functions F ∗i (ci) of the projections depend in general on the
order in which they are successively computed. Hence, as our examples illustrate (and recall the
2nn! candidate linearizations in the De Greef–Catthoor–De Man heuristic) permuting the basis can
improve performance.
At the cost of finding either the successive minima or a generalized reduced basis, we can
guarantee an adequate choice of linearization or basis. Applying this strategy to the body of
Example 3 overcomes the difficulties that lead other heuristics to err badly and allocate N or N2
memory; we allocate O(1). This illustrates the key thing that we have shown in this paper: that
by carefully choosing the working basis, we have made the modular allocation approach robust.
It may, in some circumstances, be prohibitively expensive to rely on successive minima or
generalized basis reduction. It is important, therefore, to point out that previous, fast heuristics
can lead to satisfying allocations. In Section 2, we have seen that these heuristics choose bases (or
linearizations) related either to the array indices (De Greef, Catthoor, and De Man), to the loop
indices (Lefebvre and Feautrier), or to the scheduling function (Quilleré and Rajopadhye). With our
framework, we can analyze these different choices. In particular, the performance is guaranteed as
soon as the choice is adequate with respect to K. For many hand-written programs encountered in
practice, access functions to arrays are simple, scheduling functions (i.e., loop transformations) are
not too skewed, and the (possibly sub-)domains where iterations write in memory are well-shaped;
therefore the set of conflicting differences DS is not too skewed with respect to the basis given by
the array indices, the loop indices, or the schedule.
When we use the iteration vectors as indices for the mapping, the fact that arrays are indexed
with skewed access functions is irrelevant, since the original arrays are simply not considered. So
when loops are scheduled with a multi-dimensional sequential schedule θ(i) = (c1.i, . . . ,cn.i), one
can expect the vectors ci to be a good basis for a heuristic in K∗. In this case, it is often true
that all F ∗i (ci) are equal to 0 for the first dimensions, then are larger than 1 for the remaining
dimensions. Indeed, as Quilleré and Rajopadhye observed, if the first conflicting difference has
depth d, i.e., d−1 leading zeros, the set of conflicting differences DS is flat for the first d dimensions,
and contains some nonzero elements in all remaining dimensions (except if the “writing” operations
belong to a very skewed subspace). In that case, our study shows that we guarantee performance
by mixing the techniques of Quilleré and Rajopadhye – for choosing the adequate basis – and of
Lefebvre and Feautrier – for choosing the modulus vector. For more complex cases (i.e., when the
writing subdomain is skewed with respect to the schedule, or when the schedule itself is a skewed
linearization of the iteration domain), our approach first identifies the subspace in which DS lies,
then applies Heuristic 1, 2, or 3.
Example 3 (Cont’d) For the set DS of Figure 11, one may follow the schedule, i.e., consider
the change of basis {c1,c2} = {(1,−1), (1, 0)}. We indeed retrieve the set DS of Figure 7 and we
get the allocation (i − j mod 2, i mod 2). As a matter of fact, when using Heuristic 1) ρ1 = ρ2 = 2
is acceptable whatever the basis. Thus, the sublattice depicted as grey points in Figure 11 is also
valid. 
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6.2 Linearizations and moduli
The previous discussion argues about the choice of a working basis or of a particular linearization.
What about the way moduli are computed? Heuristic 1 first computes the moduli (the ρi’s),
then a suitable basis for these moduli. The principle is inverted in Heuristic 2 (and equivalently
Heuristic 3): the basis is selected first, and the moduli are chosen with respect to this basis. The
technique of De Greef, Catthoor, and De Man is also slightly different, in that they work with
a particular linearization (which is a one-to-one mapping of the full array space) and compute a
single modulus. When this linearization is good, they have an attractive result since, working in
one dimension, they need only one modulus. It is a reasonable strategy, then, to first try to reduce
the dimension of the problem, then compute the moduli. This is demonstrated by the example of
Section 7.
One-dimensional modular mappings have merit in their own right. Machines of course require
one-dimensional memory addresses, so any modular multi-dimensional mapping must be followed
by a linearization. Moreover, modulo operations and integer divides are quite expensive and address
generation is a significant cost in real computation. One-dimensional modular mappings are there-
fore preferable to those that require more than one modulo operation. We proved (Corollaries 1
and 2) that we can modify any mapping obtained via successive moduli to create a one-dimensional
modular mapping with identical memory size. If we don’t make this preliminary change to the
mapping and we blindly linearize the multi-dimensional array of size
∏
i bi, then, for example, from
a mapping (i, j) → (i mod b1, j mod b2) obtained by the successive moduli approach, we get a lin-
earized access to memory of the form (i, j) → base address+(i mod b1)+b1(j mod b2) instead of the
simpler form (i, j) → base address+(i+b1j) mod b1b2. Also, in all heuristics we developed, we can
choose moduli that are powers of 2, avoiding integer division and remainder using bit operations.
6.3 Arbitrary sets
The following example shows that, even for simple codes, it may happen that the exact set of
conflicting differences DS is not equal to the set of integer points in its convex hull. We can still
use Heuristic 1 (valid for any set) to get a strictly admissible lattice for DS. We can also choose
a particular basis (ci)1≤i≤n and apply Heuristic 3, by computing the successive F ∗i (ci), defined as
F ∗i (ci) = sup{|ci.x | x ∈ DS, c1.x = . . . = ci−1.x = 0}. For this example, Heuristic 1 always gives
a good mapping, while Heuristic 3 gives a good mapping only if we choose the basis given by the
schedule. In general, even if these heuristics derive valid mappings (or strictly admissible lattices),
we do not know their performance for general sets.
Consider the code of Example 1, but traversed with the schedule θ(i, j) = (i + j, j) (as we did
for Example 2, see the new loop bounds on the code of Figure 5) for the first loop, the second loop
starting one clock cycle later. Figure 12 gives the set DS in the original basis (on the left) and in the
basis given by the schedule (on the right): DS contains (1,−1), all vectors (p, p−1) for 0 ≤ p < N ,
and their opposites. Heuristic 1 shows that, in any basis, one can choose the modulus vector (2, 2)
since dim(DS) = 2, but dim(λDS) = 0 for λ < 1 (thus λ1(DS) = λ2(DS) = 1). Therefore, for
example, the mapping (i mod 2, j mod 2) is valid (its kernel is depicted in grey). The successive
moduli approach applied in the original basis leads to b1 = N , then b2 = 1, for a memory of size N .
In the basis of the schedule, we get b1 = b2 = 2, for the mapping (i + j mod 2, j mod 2), which is
equivalent to (i mod 2, j mod 2).
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Figure 12: The set DS in the original basis and in the basis given by the schedule.
7 A more detailed case study
We illustrate the interest of modular mappings with a more involved and fully detailed example,
in 4 dimensions, similar to the DCT benchmark, but where some details are abstracted so as to
make the discussion simpler. The code accesses a 4-dimensional array A(br, bc, r, c), in two pipelined
communicating loops, the first one writing to each “row” A(br, bc, r, ∗) of the array successively, the
second reading each “column” A(br, bc, ∗, c) successively (see code hereafter). Here, to make things
simpler, we assume that each operation of S writes to all elements of a row in “parallel”, i.e., at the
same “macro-time” (64× br + bc)× 8 + r (in other words, the loop is scheduled sequentially as it is
written), and each operation of T reads all elements of a column at macro-time (64×br+bc)×8+c+ρ,
where ρ is such that dependences are respected. (In a fully detailed implementation, S and T are
formed of several “micro-statements”, each one accessing 1 element of A instead of 8. These micro-
statements can be software pipelined as done in [17], taking into account the available resources,
in particular load-store units, possibly leading to different ρ’s for each micro-statement.)
DO br = 0, 63
DO bc = 0, 63
DO r = 0, 7
S: A(br, bc, r, ∗) = . . .
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
DO br = 0, 63
DO bc = 0, 63
DO c = 0, 7
T: . . . = A(br, bc, ∗, c)
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
For all dependences to be respected, ρ must be such that (64 × br + bc) × 8 + c + ρ ≥ (64 × br +
bc) × 8 + r + 1 (in a more accurate model again, the delay 1 may be replaced by a larger quantity,
depending on the delay for accessing the communicating buffer where the values created by the
first loop are going to be stored), i.e., ρ ≥ r − c + 1 for all 0 ≤ r, c < 8. For the rest of this case
study, we pick the smallest possible value for ρ, i.e., ρ = 8.
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We now need to decide how we want to represent the values that are going to be stored in
the intermediate buffer. We can identify each operation of S by the loop indices (br, bc, r) of the
surrounding loops, but as each operation of S writes 8 values, we need an extra index to distinguish
the different values. In other words, we identify each created value by its indices (br, bc, r, c), as in
the original array. As in Example 1, reasoning with loop or array indices is similar (except that
we need an extra dimension for loop indices) because the array accesses are aligned with the loop
indices.
We can now define the polytope K, with respect to the representation (br, bc, r, c), as the set of
all (δbr, δbc, δr, δc) such that:


δbr = br − b′r, δbc = bc − b′c, δr = r − r′, δc = c − c′
0 ≤ br, b′r, bc, b′c ≤ 63, 0 ≤ r, r′, c, c′ ≤ 7,
64 × 8 × δbr + 8 × δbc + r − c′ ≤ ρ,
64 × 8 × δbr + 8 × δbc + c − r′ ≥ −ρ.
with ρ = 8. From this representation, it is clear that K is a 0-symmetric polytope (it is even linearly
parameterized by ρ, which would make a parametric derivation of memory allocations possible). To
get an idea of the shape of K, consider an element of the form A(br, bc, 0, 0). It is written at time
64 × (8 × br + bc) and it is read 8 iterations later, thus it conflicts with all elements of the next 8
written rows. An element of the form A(br, bc, 7, 0), written at time 64× (8× br + bc), is read at the
next iteration and thus conflicts only with the elements of the next written row. The next written
row(s) can be written by S at the same iterations of the br and bc loops (i.e., for δbr = δbc = 0),
but can also be written at the next iteration of the bc loop (and same iteration of the bc loop), or,
extreme case (when bc = 63), at the next iteration of the br loop and the very first iteration of
the bc loop (i.e., for δbr = 1 and δbc = −63). The set K is 4-dimensional but, for clarity, it is better
represented as the union of five 2-dimensional parts. The central part, which corresponds to the
particular values δbr = δbc = 0, is depicted in Figure 13. It is the square of all (0, 0, δr, δc), where
−7 ≤ δr, δc ≤ 7; it corresponds to a memory of 8 full rows, i.e., 64 elements. The set depicted in
Figure 14 corresponds to two parts, the set of all (δr, δc) for δbr = 0 and δbc = 1, and for δbr = 1,
δbc = −63. Its symmetric with respect to 0 is the set of all (δr, δc) for δbr = 0 and δbc = −1, and
for δbr = −1, δbc = 63. These five pieces form the whole set K. To get yet a better view of the
set K, consider again the set depicted in Figure 7. It is also a representation of the projection of K
onto the first two components δbr and δbc. In other words, for the two first indices, the situation is
similar to Example 1.
δ
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r
Figure 13: K part for (δbr, δbc) = (0, 0).
δ
δ
c
r
Figure 14: K part for (δbr, δbc) = (0, 1) and
(δbr, δbc) = (1,−63).
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We can now derive modular allocations. If we apply Heuristic 3 in the canonical basis, we find
successively ρbr = 2 and ρbc = 2 (as for Example 1), then we need to consider the set of Figure 13 and
we get ρr = 8, and finally ρc = 8. This leads to the mapping (br mod 2, bc mod 2, r mod 8, c mod 8)
with a memory size equal to 256. This is exactly what Lefebvre and Feautrier find since, here, we
picked the basis given by the schedule, which is also the basis of the original code. If the original
code is written with the bc loop outside the br loop, but scheduled the same way with the br loop
outside, then Lefebvre and Feautrier consider the index bc first and they find successively ρbc = 64,
ρbr = 1, ρr = 8, and finally ρc = 8, for a memory size equal to 4096! Again, we see that the
choice of basis, and the order in which we evaluate the F ∗i ’s for Heuristic 3 (in the opposite order
of the Fi’s for Heuristic 2) is important.
Following our linearization mechanism for Heuristic 3, we can find a linear allocation with the
same memory size than the mapping (br mod 2, bc mod 2, r mod 8, c mod 8) we just found; this is
the mapping br + 2bc + 4r + 32c mod 256.
As for Example 1, we also see that we can follow the schedule more closely, with the index
t = 64br + bc (i.e., coalescing the two outer loops) so as to try to find a modular allocation
with a memory size equal to 2 instead of 4 for the two outermost indices. If we redefine K with
the indices (t, r, c) instead of (br, bc, r, c), we get a 3-dimensional space with three 2-dimensional
parts, the central part of Figure 13 for t = 0, the part of Figure 14 for t = 1, and its symmetric
with respect to 0 for t = −1. Since K is now a 3-dimensional space instead of a 4-dimensional
space, we are more likely to gain a factor 2 (as in the worse case of the heuristics). Indeed, we
find successively ρt = 2, ρr = 8, and ρc = 8, and the mapping (t mod 2, r mod 8, c mod 8), or
equivalently (bc mod 2, r mod 8, c mod 8), with memory size 128, half of what we found before.
The linearized version is bc + 2r + 16c mod 128. Here, we may also consider the indices in the
opposite order, with the same result, ρc = 8, ρr = 8, and ρt = 2. Then, the linearized version is
c + 8r + 64t mod 128, which is a particular linearization of the original array, modulo 128, solution
that De Greef, Catthoor, and De Man find in this particular case (again, by “luck” because the
schedule is aligned with the array accesses).
Actually, the maximal distance between conflicting indices, in the linearized representation
c + 8r + 64bc + 4096br, is not 127 but 120, therefore De Greef, Catthoor, and De Man find the
mapping c + 8r + 64bc + 4096br mod 121, or equivalently c + 8r + 64bc + 103br mod 121. Can we
do better? To answer this question, we can search, as suggested in Section 4.3, for the smallest (in
determinant) strictly admissible integer lattice for K, generating triangular matrices for the basis
of the lattices we try. The numbers involved here are small enough to make this search practical.
We find that the best modular allocation has a memory size equal to 112, for the (unique) lattice
generated by the vectors (1, 0, 0, 12), (0, 1, 0, 12), (0, 1, 4, 20), (0, 0, 0, 28), which corresponds (among
all allocations with same associated lattice) to the allocation (r mod 4, 16(br+bc)+2r+c mod 28), a
two-dimensional allocation (with no corresponding linearized version). (Note that 16t = 16(64br +
bc) = 16(br + bc) mod 28.) The best one-dimensional allocation needs one more memory cell, with
memory size 113, for example, the allocation 60br +8bc +42r+c mod 113, i.e., 8t+42r+c mod 113,
or the more “natural” allocation 64t + 8r + 3c mod 113.
8 Conclusion
We have proposed herein a mathematical framework to study modular memory allocations. We
have shown a fundamental link between valid modular allocations and strictly admissible lattices
for the set D of differences of conflicting indices, as well as the equality of the memory used by
the former and the determinant of the latter. We have given upper and lower bounds connecting
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the memory size achievable by a modular mapping and the volume of D, in the case where this
set is, or is approximated by, a 0-symmetric polytope. We explored several heuristic mechanisms
that allow us to derive optimal modular allocations, up to a multiplicative factor that depends on
the problem dimension only. Several important questions remain open, both from theoretical and
practical viewpoints.
With our assumptions, we showed that one-dimensional mappings (which are important in
practice) are optimal up to a multiplicative factor (Corollary 1). We also showed how to build a
mapping with minimal number of dimensions among equivalent mappings (Theorem 1). One ques-
tion remains concerning one-dimensional mappings: Exactly how much do we lose when restricting
to such mappings as opposed to multi-dimensional mappings?
Can we better exploit the fact that D is not an arbitrary 0-symmetric convex body K, but rather
comes from a scheduled program? For this, we proposed the strategy, often quite good in the case
of a sequential multi-dimensional affine schedule coupled to a mapping expressed in terms of loop
indices, wherein we blend the techniques of Lefebvre–Feautrier with those of Quilleré–Rojopadhye;
that is, we build Lefebvre–Feautrier moduli, but using the basis defined by the schedule as in
Quilleré–Rajopadhye. Can we identify classes of programs, in a more formal way, for which we can
be sure that a simple-to-compute choice of basis will give good performance?
Can we derive better heuristics to approximate ∆Z(K), in theory (i.e., improve the bound
n!Vol(K)), and in practice? In particular, maybe there are better heuristics based on the con-
struction of a strictly admissible (possibly rational) lattice that can be converted into a strictly
admissible integer lattice?
In which cases can modular allocations be arbitrarily bad compared to maxlive? In general,
how bad can optimal modular allocations be compared to maxlive, i.e., what do we lose with
modular allocations compared to general allocations? Of course, if the program is completely
irregular, using modular allocations is obviously sub-optimal. But what can we say for an affine
program for example, with reasonable assumptions?
Another topic worthy of study is the effect of the approximations used to build D, and the
connection of those approximations to the representation of dependences and schedules. Can we
generalize our heuristics and our theories to handle representation of D by a union of polytopes
rather than a single polytope?
This paper takes a first step towards addressing these questions: we have focused on the math-
ematical framework and its general properties. Future work should take up some more sharply
reasoned theoretical questions as well as effective practical implementation.
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